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SECTION 1.0
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
BULLOtOT'S POND
1.1
The Bullough's Pond Diagnostic/Feasibility was conducted for the City of
Newton by Camp Dresser & McKee Inc. and IEP, Inc. under the Massachusetts
Clean Lakes Program. The Diagnostic portion of the study (Section 2.0)
consisted of data collection and analysis to describe the pond and the
causes of its problems. Based on these results, restoration options were
evaluated and selected during the Feasibility Study (Section 3.0).
1.2 DIAQPSTIC STUDY
Bullough's Pond is a 4.7-acre pond located next to Commonwealth Avenue in
Newton (see Figure 2-1). The pond is fed by surface drainage and the
culverted Hammond and Cold Spring Brooks which discharge to the City Hall
Ponds located upstream. The watershed (Figure 2-2) is large (1,753 acres)
in compared to the small size of the pond and is dominated by urban
residential development. The outlet of Bullough's Pond ultimately
discharges to the Charles River.
Public access (Figure 2-3) to the pond consists of City-owned land along
the northern, eastern and southern portions of the shoreline, as well as
the southwestern portion of the shoreline along Walnut Street. The pond is
used for passive recreation and, until 1971, was used for skating and ice
hockey. The City of Newton Capital Improvements Report (1976-1981) noted
that the pond no longer froze sufficiently for skating. Excess growth of
algae and aquatic vegetation cause aesthetic problems as well.
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The Diagnostic Study included a year-long water quality sampling program,
bathymetric mapping, a survey of the vegetation, storm sampling, and a
sediment survey. The results are summarized below:
• The primary problem identified at Bullough's Pond is the high
nutrient loading that results in eutrophic conditions with excessive
aquatic vegetation and algae.
• The pond is very shallow pond, and the entire shoreline is encircled
with vegetation. The northeastern and southeastern corners of the
pond have 100% coverage with emergent vegetation.
• The primary source of nutrients is storm water from the large, urban
watershed.
• The pond has a very short retention time because of the large
watershed and the small size of the pond. Also, in the past a
channel was dug down the center of the pond.
1.3 FEASIBILITY STUDY
Using the results from the Diagnostic Study, restoration options were
evaluated during the Feasibility Study, and the following project was
selected:
• Installation of an infiltration trench along Bullough Park to filter
storm water.
• Installation of two sedimentation structures at the inlets to the
City Hall ponds.
• A watershed management program to reduce sources of contaminants.
• A public education program to encourage the reduction of contaminant
sources such as fertilizers and pesticides.
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The main component of the project is the infiltration trench. Storm water
will be diverted to the trench from one of the storm drains that discharges
to the inlet of the pond. The diversion would start at a manhole on
Commonwealth Avenue and the infiltration trench would run along Bullough
Park for the length of the pond. Along the way, several storm drains and
catch basins would be picked up as well. Storm water would discharge to
the trench and then percolate through the soil to remove pollutants. A
three-chamber oil/grit separator would precede the trench to remove course
material and oil and grease.
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SECTION 2.0
DIAGNOSTIC S1UDY
BULLOUGH'S POND
2.1 WATERSHED DESCRIPTION
Bullough's Pond is located near the geographical center of Newton and is
bounded by Commonwealth Avenue/ Walnut Street, Dexter Road and Bullough
park (see Figure 2-1). The pond has a surface area of 1.9 hectares (4.7
acres) and is surrounded on three sides by 0.6 hectares (1.4 acres) of
I City-owned land. The pond is fed by surface drainage and the culvertedHammond and Cold Spring Brooks* It ultimately empties into the Charles
i
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River.
The Bullough's Pond watershed was delineated (Figure 2-2) based on
topography, storm drain maps and field inspections. The watershed (not
including the pond) includes 709 hectares (1,753 acres) extending primarily
to the west, south and east of the pond. Of this area, 681 hectares drain
to the inlet adjacent to Commonwealth Avenue. All or some of the remaining
28 hectares discharge directly to the pond via storm drains or overland
runoff. The exact extent of this area is uncertain since several storm
drains shown on city maps as discharging to the pond could not be located;
they may be underwater or buried beneath accumulated wetland sediments.
Hammond Pond located to the southeast of Bullough's Pond discharges both to
the north and the south. The northern outlet, Hammond Brook, appears to
have been the natural outlet. Dams were constructed to the north of the
pond at both the outlet stream and the adjacent wetlands, with the apparent
purpose of containing flow from Hammond Brook. The dam at the wetlands is
in a state of disrepair, and water discharges through it to the northwest
as far as the MBTA railbed. The second dam is equipped with a gate valve.
The southern outlet discharges to.the storm drain system, and appears to be
the primary outlet.
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During site visits on March 9 and 11, 1988 at a time of seasonal high flow,
it was observed that most of the water from Hammond Pond discharges to the
southern outlet and to the wetlands northwest of the pond. The only
discharge tributary to Bullough's Pond appears to be seepage at the second
dam. Therefore, this area is not considered to be part of the Bullough's
Pond watershed.
2.2 RECREATIONAL USE
2.2.1 HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT
Around 1647, a meadow, which is now Bullough's Pond, was flooded to create
the waterbody. The pond derives its name from John Bullough, a miller
whose estate extended on the west side of the pond. Some time before 1737,
a grist-mill was built at the outlet of the pond. This burned in 1886.
The 1889 King's Handbook described Bullough's Pond as a deep basin of pure
spring water, nearly a half mile long, surrounded by hills and tall
forests. In its original configuration, the pond was divided into two
sections, separated by Walnut Street. The eastern and larger section
corresponds with the current shape and extent of the pond. According to
early maps (circa 1892) the pond also extended to the area which is now
Commonwealth Avenue. Forest originally surrounded the pond and was slowly
transformed into suburban residential uses.
A 1967 map shows a filter system in place at the pond's inlet and a weir at
the outlet. From historic photographs it appears that the wetland area has
encroached upon the perimeter of the pond, thus reducing its area and
volume.
2.2.2 HISTORICAL USE
Bog iron deposits exist in the wet ground to the south of Bullough's Pond.
In the early 1800's, considerable quantities of the ore were removed and
processed in the vicinity.
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Skating is the primary recreational activity associated with the pond.
Records and photographs show that residents used the pond for skating and
ice hockey regularly until 1971. The City erected a skating shelter on the
east side of the pond. The City of Newton Capital Improvements Report
(1976-1981) noted that the pond no longer froze sufficiently for skating
purposes. There is no record of summer usage of the pond for swimming,
fishing or other activities.
2.2.3 CURRENT USE
Due to the inadequate ice cover in recent years, the pond is no longer used
for skating, it is currently used for fishing and passive recreation and,
in the summer of 1986, was the site of a floating sculptural installation.
The pond remains under the jurisdiction of the Newton Department of Parks
and Recreation.
2.2.4 PUBLIC ACCESS
Public access to the pond (Figure 2-3) consists of City-owned land along
the northern, eastern and southern portions of the shoreline adjacent to
Dexter Street, Bullough Park, and Commonwealth Avenue, as well as the
southwestern portion of the shoreline adjacent to Walnut Street.
Currently, use of the area is limited by a chain link fence around the
perimeter of the public land.
2.3 LITERATURE REVIEW
In early times the pond was described as a pure waterbody of "tolerable"
depth. However in the last 20 years, the quality of the pond has
deteriorated considerably.
The 1966 Open Space Analysis proposed that the pond be cleaned and dredged
to counteract unpleasant odors in summer and excessive silting in. The
following year a report outlined a plan to dredge and deepen the pond and
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thus retard the flow of water. This measure was intended to enhance the
freezing of the pond. The plan, however, was not executed.
Bullough's Pond is subject to the requirements of the Flood Plain/Watershed
Park Provision Ordinance #462, November 15, 1977. The Newton Open Space
Plan (1981) identified the area to the east of Bullough's Pond as an
environmentally sensitive area with slopes greater than 15%.
2.4 SOILS AND CTOLQGY
2.4.1 BEDROCK GEOLOGY
The Bullough's Pond watershed lies within the Boston Basin, which 350-400
million years ago was a submerged bay of an ocean. The basal formation of
the area is Roxbury Conglomerate made up of Brookline Conglomerate at the
bottom, Dorchester Slate in the middle and Squantum Tillite at the top.
The formation contains waterworn material derived from the older rocks in
the district. The upper section of Roxbury Conglomerate is tillite which
is glacial in origin, and consists mainly of outwash deposits that were
later overriden by the ice and covered with a deposit of till or boulder
clay.
Brighton Melaphyre, a volanic rock comprised of dikes, flows, probably
sills and consisting chiefly of basalt, is intruded and interbedded with
the sedimentary Roxbury Conglomerates. Cambridge slate or Argillite, a
conglomerate of cobble-sized stones of volcanic origin, quartzite and
granite, is also found in the area.
The bedrock forms outcrops in the watershed area. There are several fault
lines, just to the south of the pond.
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2.4.2 SURFICIAL GEOLOGY
The watershed's surficial geology is primarily the product of glacial
action. The last glacier receded about 14,000 years ago, leaving many
types of surface deposits.
Part of the watershed is comprised of an outwash plain, formed in front of
the glacier. Sand and gravel were deposited as the glacier retreated.
Ground moraine, the sheet of debris left after a steady retreat of ice, is
found in the western sector of the watershed. An esker, another typical
glacial feature, traverses the northern edge of the watershed, extending
from Edmands Pond. This is a long winding ridge of sand and gravel, which
originated in or beneath the ice from continuous deposition at the mouth of
sub-glacial streams as the ice retreated, or from infilling the tunnels of
these streams before recession.
The youngest deposits in the area, formed since the retreat of the glacier
and alluvial in nature, are comprised of peat and stream deposits.
2.4.3 SOILS
Three groups of soils (Figure 2-4) are found in the watershed: 1)
stratified deposits formed by meltwater in front of ice flows or from
streams within the glacier; 2) unstratified deposits formed by glacial
erosion of bedrock; and 3) alluvial soils formed by post-glacial stream
deposits.
The stratified soil types are Hinckley and Merrimac Gravelly Sandy Loam,
Merrimac Sandy Loam, and Merrimac Fine Sandy Loam. These soils are
composed of granite, gneiss, quartz, and slate. They have a moderate to
high permeability and become droughty during prolonged dry periods.
The unstratified soils are Coloma Loam and Rough Stony Land. These soils
are composed of glacially eroded sandstone, slate or conglomerate and have
a high to moderate permeability.
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The alluvial soils are Muck and Peat. Muck is composed primarily of
decomposed organic matter, and peat is mostly partially decomposed organic
matter. These soils are identified by their spongy, unfirm quality and the
presence of standing water during much of the year (City of Newton, 1981).
2.4.4 SUMMARY
The role of soils and geology appears to be minimal due to the urbanized
watershed, and it is doubtful that groundwater plays a significant role in
the hydrology of Bullough's Pond. The major source of flow and nutrients
is storm flow conveyed by the storm drain system to the inlet.
2.5 LAND USE
Figure 2-5 and Table 2-1 show the land use within the Bullough's Pond
watershed. This was determined from the University of Massachusetts Remote
Sensing Project dated 1988.
Residential ares make-up approximately 75 percent of the watershed. Other
significant areas are forest (about 12%) and urban open space (about 8
percent). The latter category includes City Hall, the Newton Cemetary, and
several schools.
Therefore, the watershed is predominantly urban in character, with many
impervious surfaces (roads, buildings etc.). This is important when
considering surface runoff which is the main source of water to Bullough's
Pond.
Nutrient loadings to Bullough's Pond may be estimated by loading
coefficients that are based on land use types. Table 2-2 shows a list of
coefficients that express nutrient loading in kilograms per hectare (area)
per year. By multiplying these coefficients by land use areas, the
nonpoint nutrient loading may be estimated. This is discussed under
Section 2.8 Nutrient Budgets.
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TABLE 2-1
WATERSHED LAND USE
BULLOUGH'S POND
PERCENT OF
LAND USE1 AREA AREA WATERSHED
(ac) (ha)
Rl High-density Residential 789.9 323.3 45.4
R2 Medium-density Residential 476.2 192.7 27.1
R3 Low-density Residential • 50.7 20.5 2.9
| UC Commercial 44.5 18.0 2.5
_ F Forest 207.6 84.0 11.8
™ 0 Open Land 3.0 1.2 0.2
• UO Urban Open Space 138.4 56.0 7.9
RP Participation Recreation 2.2 0.9 0.1
• RS Spectator Recreation 30.4 12.3 1.7
FW Inland Wetland 1.2 0.5 0.1
| W Freshwater (Bullough's Pond) 4.7 1.9 0.3
1
 Source: Remote Sensing Project. University of Massachusetts,
Aniherst. 1988
« 1,757 711 100
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TABLE 2-2
NUTRIENT EXPORT COEFFICIENTS
BULLOUGH'S POND
LAND USE
DATA SOURCE/
PHOSPHORUS1 NITROGEN1 SELECTION CRITERIA
(kg/ha/yr) (kg/ha/yr)
High-density Residential 0.83
Medium-density Residential 1.23
Low-density Residential 0.19
Commercial
Forest
Open Land
Urban Open Space
Spectator Recreation
Participation Recreation 1.23
Inland Wetland
Atmospheric Sources'
0.
1.
0.
0.66
0.200
0.19
0.19
1.23
1. 3
0.157
0.56
5.2
4.0
1.52
4.0
1.50
1.52
1.52
4.0
4.0
2.26
23.5
1
 From Reckhow et al., June 1980.
2
 used to calculate deposition to pond surface.
Median of high density
residential areas.
Median of other residential
areas.
Low density residential use
with large lots.
Light industry and
business.
Median of forested areas.
Similar to Sparse
Residential.
Similar to Sparse
Residential.
Similar to Medium
Residentiali
Similar to Medium
Residential.
Forest with wetland species
and organic peat.
Median from sites in U.S.
and Canada
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2.6 MORPHOMETRIC
Table 2-3 lists the morphometric parameters, and Figure 2-6 shows a
bathymetric map for Bullough's Pond.
The bathymetric map was generated from depth soundings made during ice
cover. Transects were set up using shoreline features as reference points,
and water depth was then measured by a hand-held weight on the end of a
marked line.
2.7 HYDROLOGIC BUDGET
2.7.1 INTRODUCTION
Flow measurements and other information collected over the year of study at
Bullough's Pond have been incorporated into a hydrologic budget.
Bullough's Pond has a relatively simple hydrologic budget, since the most
substantial source of water is the inlet adjacent to Commonwealth Avenue,
and the predominant loss of water is by flow over the outlet dam. The
relatively urbanized setting of Bullough's Pond makes it unlikely that
groundwater is of importance to the hydrologic or nutrient budgets of the
pond. Therefore, the assumption was made that inflow and outflow due to
groundwater are zero.
During each sampling visit, instantaneous discharge measurements were made
at the inlet and outlet using a Teledyne-Gurley pygmy flow meter. These
measurements were used to estimate the volume of inflow and outflow under
baseflow conditions. Other inflows and outflows that were evaluated were
flows through storm drains, direct precipitation onto the surface of the
pond, and evaporation. Results of budget calculations are summarized in
Table 2-4; calculations are included in Appendix C.
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Surface Area
Maximum Depth
Mean Depth
Volume
Watershed Area
Maximum Length
Maximum Width
Shoreline Length
Development of Shoreline
Orientation of Main Axis
TABLE 2-3
MORPHOMETRIC DATA
BULLOUGH'S POND
4.7 acres
4.0 feet
2.2 feet
1.9 hectares
1.2 meters
0.67 meters
3.42 million gallons 12,950 cubic meters
1,753 acres 709 hectares
2.74 mi2 7.09 km2
1,045 feet 318 meters
352 feet 107 meters s
1,870 feet 570 meters
1.17
NNE-SSW
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TABLE 2-4
ANNUAL HYDROLOGIC BUDGET
BULLOUGH'S POND
INFLOW
OUTFLOW
inlet Baseflow
Inlet Stonnflow
Other Stonnflow
Direct Precipitation
TOTAL
Outlet Baseflow
Outlet Stormflow
Evaporation
VOLUME
(m3)
1,036,000
2,520,100
104,400
22,600
3,683,100
1,002,500
2,624,500
12,500
% OF TO
28
68
3
1
100
28
72
<1
TOTAL 3,639,500
RETENTION TIME 0.0036 years =1.3 days
FLUSHING RATE 280 times per year
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A water balance method was used to construct the hydrologic budget, using
• the assumption that over the year of study:
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Surface inflows + direct precipitation =
outlet discharge + evaporation + storage change.
Based on the observations of water depth at the outlet, storage change
between March 1986 and March 1987 was negligible.
2.7.2 INFLOW
in calculating the hydrologic budget, a distinction was made between
baseflow and storm flow. Inlet baseflows were determined on a seasonal
basis by averaging inlet flow measurements and then applying these flow
rates to each seasonal period.
Inlet storm flow was calculated by subtracting baseflow and
evapotranspiration from total precipitation over the upstream portion of
the watershed. Evapotranspi ration from the watershed was calculated using
the Thornthwaite equation (Chow, 1964). This method determines
evapotranspiration as a function of mean monthly temperature. Temperature
and precipitation data from the National Weather Service station at Logan
Airport were used (NQAAf April 1986-March 1987), Storm flow from areas
discharging directly to the pond was assumed to be proportional to storm
flow at the inlet.
Direct precipitation to the pond was calculated as the product of annual
precipitation and the surface area of the pond. The precipitation for the
year of study was 1.192 meters (46.93 inches). The normal precipitation
for the area, as recorded at Logan Airport, is 1.113 meters (43.81 inches).
This shows that the annual precipitation during the study was slightly
higher than average.
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2.7.3 OUTFLOW
Outlet baseflows were based on flow measurements made at the outlet and
were calculated by the same method as at the inlet. Outlet storm flow was
assumed to be equal to storm flow at the inlet.
Evaporation from the surface of the pond was calculated as the product of
annual average evaporation for northeastern Massachusetts {Chow, 1964) and
the surface area of the pond.
2.7.4 SUMMARY
Results of the hydrologic budget, together with morphometric data yielded a
retention time of 1.3 days and a flushing rate of 280 times per year.
Flows measured at the inlet and outlet are a good representation of
baseflow conditions, but cannot be used alone to obtain flow volumes on an
annual basis because storm flow discharge rates are typically orders of
magnitude higher than baseflow rates. In addition, stocra water generally
has higher nutrient concentrations than baseflow, and so the distinction
between the two is important in calculating nutrient budgets.
Flushing rate and residence time also vary substantially from year to year,
depending upon the amount of precipitation. The timing of precipitation is
also important because it influences the input of nutrients especially
during the growing season. The rapid flushing rate at Bullough's Pond
suggests that its water quality should closely resemble that of the inlet
stream for much of the year.
2.8 NITTRIEMT BUDGETS
2.8.1 INTRODUCTION
A comparison of total nitrogen and total phosphorus concentrations
throughout the year of study was first done to determine the nutrient that
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is in limited supply at Bullough's Pond. Phosphorus is commonly considered
to be in limited supply when the ratio of total nitrogen to total
phosphorus exceeds 15:1 (USEPA, 1980). This occurs in most lakes and ponds
in New England. In Bullough's Pond, ratios of total nitrogen to total
phosphorus averaged 21:1 at the surface, and ranged from 131:1 to 4:1.
This indicates that there were times when phosphorus was not a limiting
nutrient. Therefore, strategies to control the growth of algae and
vascular plants should focus on both phosphorus and nitrogen.
2.8.2 PHOSPHORUS BUDGET
As with the hydrologic budget, components of the phosphorus budget were
calculated for both baseflow and storm flow. In addition, atmospheric
inputs were considered. The results are shown in Table 2-5.
At both the inlet and the outlet, seasonal flow volumes and average
seasonal phosphorus concentrations were determined from data collected
during the study and were used to calculate phosphorus loadings under
baseflow conditions. The results show that 90 kilograms of phosphorus per
year enter the pond through the inlet, while 80 kilograms are removed
through the outlet.
Phosphorus from storm flow at the inlet was calculated as the product of
flow volume and the mean of flow-weighted average phosphorus concentrations
from the three rounds of storm sampling. The resulting concentration, 0.33
mg/1, was the same as the median estimated event-mean concentration
reported for an urban site by Athayde et al. (1983) under the Nationwide
Urban Pomoff Program (NURP). Storm flow at the inlet contributes 830
kilograms of phosphorus per year.
Storm flow from the remainder of the watershed contributes 40 kilograms per
year of phosphorus. This was calculated as for the inlet using a
phosphorus concentration of 0.34 mg/1. This was the concentration from the
composite storm sample from Drain No. 3 located on the western shoreline of
the pond.
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SOURCES
LOSSES
TABLE 2-5
ANNUAL PHOSPHORUS BUDGET
BULLOUGH'S POND
Inlet Baseflow
Inlet Stormflow
Other Stormflow
Atmospheric Sources
TOTAL
Outlet Baseflow
Outlet Stormflow
TOTAL
PHOSPHORUS RETENTION COEFFICIENT
TOTAL
PHOSPHORUS
(kg/yr)
90
830
40
960
80
520
600
0.38 (38%)
2-21
% OF TOTAL
9
87
4
100
13
87
100
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Atmospheric input was calculated as the product of the surface area of the
pond and the mean of literature values for atmospheric phosphorus loading
at urban locations. Data from eight cities in the United States {Reckhow
et al., June 1980) were averaged to obtain a value of 0.56 kilograms per
hectare per year. This results in a phosphorus load to Bullough's Pond of •
less than 10 kilograms per year. To calculate the removal of phosphorus by
storm flow, it was assumed that the phosphorus concentration at the outlet
would result from the mixing of baseflow and storm flow due to the low
retention time. In other words, it appears that much of the storm flow
that enters the pond is discharged at the outlet within a short time with
little opportunity for phosphorus removal by sedimentation. The outlet
concentration was estimated by using an average of the concentrations for
inlet storm flow and outlet baseflow. By multiplying this by the annual
volume of storm flow, it was determined that 520 kilograms per year are
removed from the pond by the outlet.
The total phosphorus loading to the pond was calculated to be 960 kilograms
per year, with 600 kilograms per year being removed at the outlet. This
means that 360 kilograms remain in the pond, resulting in a phosphorus
retention coefficient of 0.38 or 38 percent.
Phosphorus loading was also calculated using export coefficients based on
land use within the watershed, as shown in Table 2-2. Selection of the
coefficients for each land use category was based on studies summarized by
Reckhow et al. (June 1980). This method resulted in a predicted phosphorus
load to the pond of 570 kg/yr, compared with 960 kg/yr calculated from the
phosphorus budget. This discrepancy may be due to the break in the sewer
line that occurred in October 1986. This source of nutrients would not be
accounted for by the export coefficients.
2.8.3 NITRDCTN BUDGET
Sources and losses of nitrogen from the inlet, storm drains, atmospheric
deposition, and the outlet were calculated as they were for phosphorus.
The results are shown in Table 2-6.
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TABLE 2-6
ANNUAL NITROGEN BUDGET
BULLOUGH'S POND
SOURCES
DOSSES
Inlet Baseflow
Inlet Stormflow
Other Stormflow
Atmospheric Sources
TOTAL
Outlet Baseflow
Outlet Stormflow
TOTAL
TOTAL
NITROGEN
(kg/yr)
1,960
8,210
360
40
10,570
940
5,510
6,450
NITROGEN RETENTION COEFFICIENT 0.39 (39%)
2-23
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3
<1
100
15
85
100
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As with phosphorus, storm flow from the inlet contributes most of the
nitrogen (78%) to Bullough's Pond, and about 40% of it is retained in the
pond.
Nitrogent export coefficients from Reckhow et al. (June 1980) were also
used to calculate nitrogen sources to the pond. This resulted in a
predicted nitrogen load of 2,870 kg/yr, compared with 10,570 kg/yr
calculated from the nitrogen budget. The different results may be due to
the broken sewer line during the study. This nutrient source would not be
accounted for by the export coefficients.
2.9 LIMNOLOGIC DMA
2.9.1 WATER QUALITY DATA
A host of biological, chemical and physical parameters must be examined
when determining the trophic state of a pond. Lakes and ponds are
classified into categories or trophic states based upon depth,
concentrations of dissolved oxygen and nutrients, transparency, and
biological productivity. An oligotrophic lake has deep, clear, well
aerated waters that are low in nutrients and consequently has low
productivity. Reduced transparency, increasing nutrients, moderate
biological productivity (plant and algal growth) and sediment accumulation
are characteristic of mesotrophic lakes. Most mesotrophic lakes have some
oxygen depletion in deep waters, especially during late summer and under
ice cover. Eutrophic lakes have poor transparency, excessive nutrients,
rapid sediment accumulation and severe limitations of dissolved oxygen.
Often oxygen demand (respiration and decay) greatly exceeds oxygen
production (photosynthesis and aeration).
Figure 2-7 shows the location of sampling stations used in the present
study. A total of 18 sampling rounds were performed at these stations.
Station 1, at the deepest portion of the pond, was sampled at the surface
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FIGURE 2-7
LOCATION OF SAMPLING STATIONS
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and near the bottom during all sampling rounds. The data collected during
this study are summarized in Table 2-7 and are presented graphically and in
tabular form in Appendix B. Samples (except storm samples) were collected
by IEP, Inc., and the chemical and bacteriological analyses were performed
by Arnold Greene Testing Laboratories in Natick, Massachusetts.
2.9.1.1. Temperature and Dissolved Oxygen
Climatic conditions cause seasonal variations in water temperature. A
variety of biological and chemical water quality parameters, including
dissolved oxygen (D.O.), are influenced by water temperature. Cold water
can retain more dissolved oxygen. Water is considered saturated with
dissolved oxygen when the maximum stable dissolved oxygen concentration is
retained at a given temperature. Supersaturation can occur during periods
of high productivity (photosynthesis) but is an unstable condition with the
excess oxygen being liberated to the atmosphere.
The density of water also changes with temperature and strongly influences
the seasonal mixing of water, producing periods of complete mixing in the
fall and the spring for most lakes. Deep lakes usually show thermal
stratification in summer and winter, and water quality characteristics may
differ greatly between top (epilimnion) and bottom (hypolimnion) layers
because the density differences prevent mixing. This can lead to
deoxygenation in deep waters during stratified periods. Shallow lakes do
not stratify, and the water tends to be well mixed due to wind action and
currents.
Low dissolved oxygen concentrations in deeper waters, can result from the
combined effect of biological degradation (respiration) of richly organic
sediments and the lack of oxygen mixing from surface waters. Extended
periods of low dissolved oxygen in deeper waters are undesirable
biologically and chemically. Fish and benthic invertebrates require oxygen
for life processes, with some species being more tolerant than others to
low dissolved oxygen concentrations. Low dissolved oxygen concentrations
can also cause offensive odors from hydrogen sulfide production by sulfur
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Temperature (°C)
Dissolved Oxygen
% Saturation
pH
Alkalinity
Suspended Solids
Dissolved Solids
Specific Conduc-
tance (/jnihos/cm)
Chloride
Kjeldahl Nitrogen
Organic Nitrogen
Nitrate
Ammonia
Total Phosphate
Total Dissolved
Phosphate
Fecal Coliform
Bacteria
(Colonies/lOOml)
Total Coliform
Bacteria
(Colonies/lOOml)
Flow (cubic feet/
sec)
TABLE 2-7
SUWRRY OF LDUXOGIC DMA1
BULLCU3H'S PCND
S1KEICN 1A IN-LAKE SURFACE STATICN 2A IN-IAKE BOTTOM
Mean Range # of Samples Mean Range # of Sartples
15.2
10.6
103.4
7.1
32.9
7.5
147.6
245.2
49.4
0.76
0.68
0.47
0.09
0.125
0.069
1.0-28.0
2.4-13.9
30-139
6.4-8.9
24-41
0.4-16
84-250
147-444
26-98
0.38-1.87
0.34-1.86
0.0125-2.2
0.01-0.16
0.01-0.21
0.01-0.12
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
17
17
18
17
18
4
13
8
80
7
34
11
163
281
60
0
0
0
0
0
0
.4
.7
.8
.0
.2
.4
.4
.1
.5
.76
.63
.50
.124
.096
.076
2.8-25.0
0.8-14.6
9-134
6.5-8.9
25-43
4.0-23
80-456
159-717
29-211
0.35-1.92
0.26-1.86
0.0125-1.44
0.01-0.32
0.04-0.14
0.01-0.14
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
17
17
18
17
18
4
11.5 0-4700
111.9 0-8000
18
18
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Temperature (°C)
Dissolved Oxygen
% Saturation
pH
Alkalinity
Suspended Solids
Dissolved Solids
Specific Conduc-
tance (jumhos/cin)
Chloride
Kjeldahl Nitrogen
Organic Nitrogen
Nitrate
Armenia
Total Phosphate
Total Dissolved
Phosphate
Fecal Coliform
Bacteria
(Colonies/LOOml)
Total Coliform
Bacteria
(Colonies/lOOml)
Flow (cubic feet/
sec)
TABLE 2-7 (cant.)
SOVKKf OF LBWOLOGIC DMA1
BULUXEH'S FCND
Mean
17.3
9.0
83.0
6.9
35.6
9.5
166.9
285.4
61.3
0.72
0.55
0.51
0.171
0.86
0.063
Range
3.0-24.8
2.6-12.4
30-119
6.4-8.7
25-44
0.7-24
90-487
159-764
29-229
0.24-1.84
0.08-1.65
0.012-2.0
0.01-0.35
0.05-0.15
0.03-0.09
# of Samples
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
17
17
18
17
18
4
Mean
13.5
8.8
81.4
7.0
39.8
6.6
174.9
295.4
60.3
0.73
0.55
0.74
0.177
0.089
0.09
Range
4.2-23.6
4.6-11.7
52-102
6.4-8.6
17-50
0.4-21
88-283
160-428
29-121
0.35-1.64
0.31-1.40
0.04-1.6
0.01-0.27
0.045-0.19
0.06-0.14
# of Samples
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
17
17
18
17
18
4
50.8 0-6000
305 10-800
1.09 0.18-3.02
18
18
18
49.8 0-6000 18
201.3 30-80,000 18
1.12 0.15-2.68 18
1
 All units are mg/1 unless otherwise specified.
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bacteria, and can cause the release of nutrients such as ammonia and
phosphorus and metals such as iron and manganese to the water column. The
state water quality standards for dissolved oxygen in warm water fisheries
is 5,0 mg/1.
Bullough's Pond was well oxygenated throughout most of the year. In-lake
dissolved oxygen levels dropped below the 5.0 mg/1 standard during only one
sampling round. On this date (July 8) dissolved oxygen was below 5.0 mg/1
at all stations. D.O. levels recorded at the inlet station were above the
5.0 mg/1 standard on all but two occasions, July 8th and August 12th. With
respect to percent oxygen saturation, surface waters were normally more
saturated than bottom waters due to greater algal production and aeration
of surface waters and the biological oxygen demand of pond sediments.
Surface and bottom waters exhibited similar temperature and dissoved oxygen
values indicating that Bullough's Pond does not thermally stratify into
distinct water masses. However, noting the low retention time of
Bullough's Pond (1.3 days) and its shallow depth (1.2 m), this mixing is
expected.
2.9.1.2. pH And Alkalinity
pH is the measure of the hydrogen ion concentration of a solution on an
inverse logarithmic scale ranging from 0-14. A pH of seven is neutral,
less than seven is acidic and greater than seven is alkaline. Most ponds
have a pH between 6 and 8. The pH at Stations 1A and IB ranged from
6.4-8.9 and tended to be higher at the surface when phytoplankton
productivity was high. This may also account for pH levels at the in-lake
surface station being higher than at the inlet.
Alkalinity is a measure of the buffering capacity of water and reflects the
stability of the pH level. The life processes of aquatic organisms, as
well as the toxicity and solubility of compounds such as metals are
influenced by pH and alkalinity levels. A pond with high alkalinity
resists changes in pH caused either internally from biological activity, or
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externally through storm runoff. The alkalinity of a pond is often
influenced by watershed characteristics such as depth of soils and type of
bedrock.
An average alkalinity of 32.9 mg/1 was noted at Station 1A (surface) with
34.2 mg/1 being the average value at Station IB (bottom). Alkalinity
values of 20 mg/1 or more are required to provide adequate buffering
capacity for aquatic organisms (USEPA, May 1986). The Massachusetts Acid
Rain Monitoring Project (Godfrey et al., 1984) has classified lakes with
greater than 20 mg/1 alkalinity as not being sensitive to acid rain.
Bullough's Pond appears to be well buffered with good alkalinity values and
normal pH fluctuations.
2.9.1.3. Suspended and Dissolved Solids
Suspended solids are solid materials in the water column that can be
removed by filtration. Common types of suspended solids are algae, silt
and clay. Erosional runoff or excessive street runoff results in high
levels of suspended solids. Fish and other aquatic life can be adversely
affected by suspended matter in the water column. Levels of suspended
solids greater than 5 mg/1 are generally considered problematic.
Suspended solids concentrations at the inlet averaged 6.6 mg/1 and are
probably due to the urbanized nature of the watershed. The average
suspended solids concentrations at Stations 1A, IB, and the outlet were
7.5, 11.4, and 9.5 mg/1, respectively. These higher levels reflect algal
growth in the pond. They also show, together with the lack of accumulated
sediments (see Section 2.14 Sediment Survey), that little settling of
suspended material occurs in Bullough's Pond.
Dissolved solids are materials that cannot be filtered out of water.
Materials such as inorganic salts and very small particles of organic
matter are included in this measurement. All aquatic life is adapted to a
range of dissolved solids and cannot tolerate drastic changes in
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concentrations. Dissolved solids concentrations above 15,000 mg/1 are
unsuitable for most freshwater fish (USEPA, May 1986). Therefore,
dissolved solids do not appear to be a problem at Bullough's Pond, since
the concentrations at all stations ranged from 80-487 mg/1.
Dissolved solids levels were high at all stations during the two sampling
rounds on November 19 and December 18, 1986 and January 21, 1987. This
peak is also found when examining chloride levels for the same dates. The
high levels of both chloride and dissolved solids were probably caused by
road salting. These levels of dissolved solids are typical for ponds in
highly urbanized watersheds.
2.9.1.4. Chloride
Chloride is one of the major anions (negatively charged dissolved
particles) in water and sewage. Concentrations of chloride are influential
in osmotic balances and ion exchange in aquatic life. Metabolic
utilization does not cause significant variations in the seasonal
distribution of chloride. Road salting can modify natural concentrations
and cause biological disruptions for aquatic organisms. Most Massachusetts
lakes have been influenced by urbanization and typically have elevated
chloride concentrations. Wetzel (1975) reports an average chloride
concentration for natural freshwaters of 8.3 mg/1. Chloride levels at the
in-lake surface station ranged from 26-98 mg/1, with a mean 49 mg/1. The
highest levels at all stations occurred from November through February,
probably as the result of road salting.
2.9.1.5. Conductivity
Conductivity is a numerical expression of the ability of water to carry an
electric current and is closely related to the amount and type of dissolved
solids. Pollution sources such as road salting can increase conductivity
levels. Fluctuations in conductivity levels in Bullough's Pond are nearly
identical to fluctuations found for chloride levels and for dissolved
solids. Road salting may be influencing these levels.
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2.9.1.6. Nutrients
Phosphorus and nitrogen are essential elements for growth of plants and
algae. Whichever of these is in lesser supply compared to demand is
potentially the limiting nutrient to growth. Although these elements are
essential to aquatic life, excess amounts can create unbalanced growth
leading to excessive plant and algae populations and deterioration of water
quality. This, in turn can lead to eutrophic conditions characterized by
poor water clarity, excessive sedimentation, low dissolved oxygen and algae
blooms. Generally phosphorus is considered limiting if the ratio of
nitrogen to phosphorus is 15:1 or greater (USEPA, 1980).
Nitrogen. This nutrient occurs in many forms in water including organic
nitrogen, ammonia, nitrate and nitrite. Atmospheric precipitation and
inputs from surface water and groundwater are the main sources of nitrogen
in lakes. In addition, some blue-green algae can directly utilize nitrogen
gas from the atmosphere. Most nitrogen in lakes is from terrestrial
runoff. Kjeldahl nitrogen is a measure of ammonia and organic nitrogen.
Recent sewage contamination or excessive natural decay of organic matter
could be indicated by high Kjeldahl nitrogen concentrations. In general,
concentrations greater than 1 mg/1 are considered high compared with other
Massachusetts lakes.
Kjeldahl nitrogen levels were occasionally above 1 mg/1 at each station.
Elevated concentrations in the pond did not correspond to high levels at
the inlet, except for one occasion. This suggests the resuspension of
organic nitrogen from sediments or increased algal production. The maximum
levels for all stations occurred on August 12.
Ammonia nitrogen is present naturally in waters due to the biological
degredation of organic matter. Large amounts of ammonia usually do not
stimulate nuisance growth of aquatic life but rather lead to toxicity.
Fish are especially susceptible to ammonia toxicity, although tolerance
varies among species. Toxicity is dependent on pH as well as other
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variables such as temperature and ionic strength. Ammonia nitrogen values
were highest at the inlet station during nearly all sampling rounds
suggesting most of the ammonia nitrogen in Bullough's Pond is derived from
watershed runoff. Ammonia concentrations at station 1A were below the
detection limit during twelve of the eighteen sampling rounds. The highest
value detected was 0.9 mg/1 at the inlet on February 24; similar levels
occurred at the other stations as well. Results for ammonia analysis from
the November 19, 1986 sampling round were lost in the lab.
Two other important forms of nitrogen in waters are nitrate and nitrite.
Nitrite is rapidly converted to nitrate during decomposition and is rarely
detected in water sampling programs. Nitrate is the end product of aerobic
decomposition, and is readily available to plants in this form. Common
sources of nitrate are fertilizer, septic tank and landfill leachate,
animal wastes, and atmospheric fallout. Large concentrations of nitrate in
combination with available phosphorus can lead to nuisance algal blooms and
dense macrophyte stands. USEPA does not recommend water quality criteria
for nitrate becuase concentrations toxic to fish rarely occur in
waterbodies (USEPA, May 1986).
Nitrate levels in Bullough's Pond fluctuated throughout the study. Spring
values were around 0.23 mg/1 which is considered moderately high to high
(Frink and Norvell, 1984). Winter nitrate concentrations of 1.4 mg/1 are
indicative of highly eutrophic waterbodies (Frink and Norvell, 1984) while
summer nitrate levels were low to moderate. The high concentrations during
the winter appear to be caused by a collapsed sewer line (see Section 2.11
Sewer Investigation).
Phosphorus. The most significant form of phosphorus found in lakes is
phosphate. Plants and algae require phosphorus for nutrition; however,
excessive concentrations can stimulate nuisance aquatic growth. Although
phosphorus is not the sole cause of cultural eutrophication, it is a key
element required by freshwater plants, and generally is present in the
least amount relative to need. An increase in phosphorus allows for the
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use of other nutrients, accelerating plant growth. Phosphates can enter a
lake system from several different sources including sewage, industrial
waste, detergents, fertilzers, and natural sources (rain, rocks and soils).
Average phosphate levels at all stations were near 0.09 mg/1. These values
are consistent with eutrophic ponds (Wetzel, 1983). Dissolved phosphate
was measured on four sampling dates. Typically, most of the phosphorus in
surface waters is in particulate form, attached to silt, clay and organic
particles or as insoluble phosphate. Dissolved phosphate, which is more
readily available for biologic uptake is typically a small portion of total
phosphate. However, at Bullough's Pond, eleven out of sixteen samples
analyzed for both parameters revealed 70% or more of the phosphate was in
dissolved form.
Nutrient Trends. Nitrogen to phosphorus ratios were calculated as the sum
of Kjeldahl nitrogen and nitrate nitrogen divided by total phosphorus. At
Station 1A the ratio varied from 4 to 131, with an average of 21. On ten
of the eighteen sampling rounds, the ratio was less than 15 indicating that
nitrogen may have been limiting growth on these dates. The relatively low
nitrogen to phoshorus ratios at Bullough's Pond are due to elevated
phosphorus concentrations and the depletion of nitrate. At other times,
nitrogen depletion is not associated with high algal productivity,
indicating that other factors can control the growth of algae.
The role of nitrogen and phosphorus in the growth of phytoplankton is
revealed by the limnologic data collected during the summer, when the
following trends were noted at the in-lake surface station (note: the
following trend analysis is quoted from draft report review comments by Dr.
Robert Haynes, MDWPC).
• After June 10, ammonia was not detected throughout the growing
season.
• From June 10 through July 22, the concentration of nitrate was
reduced by a factor of 27 (from 0.58 to 0.021 mg/1, respectively).
• The concentration of total phosphorus gradually increased over the
interval from June 10 through September 9.
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• Chlorophyll a declined 71% from July 8 to July 22.
• Cell counts of phytoplankton dropped 62% during the same interval.
• Subsequent to July 22, a bloom of Aphanizomenon developed.
These trends indicate that the depletion of nitrogen may have limited the
growth of most types of algae and led to the succession of Aphanizomenon,
which is a blue-green alga capable of fixing atmospheric nitrogen. This
suggests that a reduction of nitrogen may be effective in controlling the
growth of phytoplankton other than the nitrogen-fixing blue-green algae.
Phosphorus may be the limiting nutrient for these algae, since their supply
of nitrogen is essentially unlimited.
At the same time, these trends may not be representative of long-term of
conditions in Bullough's Pond. Schindler (1977) has suggested that some
lakes "evolve" to a state of phosphorus limitation, primarily due to the
fixation of atmospheric nitrogen. Lakes that experience rapid
eutrophication due to increased phosphorus loads may appear to be
nitrogen-limited. In the long-term, however, inorganic nitrogen would
become available through fixation, decomposition, and nitrification, and
phosphorus would tend to become the limiting nutrient. While this may not
be the case for Bullough's Pond, it suggests the complexity of the
interactions between aquatic life and the environment.
At other times of the year, high phytoplankton levels did not correspond to
the depletion of nitrogen, suggesting that phytoplankton growth may be
limited by other factors such as the rapid flushing rate of the pond.
These-results suggest that reductions in both nitrogen and phosphorus may
be effective in controlling the growth of phytoplankton in Bullough's Pond.
Reductions in nitrogen levels would address the problems encountered during
the course of the study/ while phosphorus reductions may be necessary for
long-term improvements. In addition, it is possible, in theory at least,
"to reduce phosphorus to the point where it becomes the limiting nutrient.
This is important because phosphorus sources tend to be easier to control
than nitrogen.
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2.9.1.7. Bacteria
Coliform bacteria is a group of bacteria found in abundance in the
intestinal tract of warm-blooded animals. These bacteria, while not
necessarily harmful themselves, are used as an indicator for other harmful
bacteria and pathogens. Fecal coliform makes up 90% of the coliforms
discharged in fecal matter. Total coliform includes fecal and non-fecal
coliforms which originate in soil, grain or decaying vegetation.
The state water quality standard for fecal coliform in Class B water states
that levels "shall not exceed a log mean for a set of samples of 200 per
100 ml, nor shall more than 10% of the total samples exceed 400 per 100 ml
during any monthly sampling period" (314 CMR 4.03). Fecal coliform levels
were high during several sampling rounds at Bullough's Pond, with values of
a 1,000 and 4,700 colonies/100 ml found at Station 1A during sampling on
January 21st and February 24, 1987 respectively. These high counts may
have been the result of a collapsed sewer line at the corner of Homer and
Pleasant Streets. Samples taken at the outlet were occasionally higher
than at either the inlet or the pond suggesting additional contamination
into the outlet structure.
Total coliform levels were sporadically high throughout the study. Total
coliform concentrations also increased following the sewer line break
during mid-October. Total coliform bacteria were too numerous to count at
all stations during the July 8th sampling round. Fecal coliform were also
too numerous to count on this date at the outlet. The warm water
conditions in the summer are conducive to survival of bacteria in the
environment.
2.9.2 PHYTOPLANKTQN, TRANSPARENCY AND CHLOROPHYLL a
Phytoplankton are non-vascular, free-floating, photosynthetic plants.
These microscopic algae incorporate sunlight and nutrients to form plant
matter, and they exist as single cells, colonies, or filaments. Several
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factors affect their distribution and abundance including concentrations of
nitrogen and phosphorus, seasonal trends, and light availability.
Phytoplankton biomass and species composition are excellent indicators of
water quality and trophic conditions. Chlorophyll a is a photosynthetic
pigment found in plants. Phytoplankton biomass and productivity can be
estimated by measuring the chlorophyll a concentration. The assessment of
chlorophyll a and algal populations aids in understanding nutrient loading
in lakes.
The Secchi disk gives a physical measurement of the visibility within the
water column. Several factors affect Secchi disk readings including water
color, dissolved and particulate matter, phytoplankton and zooplankton
densities, water surface conditions, and weather conditions.
Throughout the year, the species composition of phytoplankton displayed
seasonal cycles. In the spring, blooms of the diatoms Navicula and Synedra
were noted on March 25 and April 14. Diatom (Bacillariophyceae) numbers
generally increase in the late winter and early spring (Palmer, 1977). By
the end of April the diversity of species was increasing and the green
algae (Chlorophyceae) were becoming the dominant algal group.
As solar radiation increases and surface waters warm in the early summer,
biological productivity usually accelerates. On May 12 a bloom composed of
the green algae Chlamydomonas and Closteriopis and the diatoms Synedra and
Navicula was noted at Bullough's Pond. Ghlamydomonas, Navicula and Synedra
are algae commonly noted in organically enriched areas (Palmer, 1977).
High diversity, as shown by the occurrence of 18 genera of algae, was noted
on this date despite the large number of a few species. Also on May 12 the
Secchi disk reading reflected the large numbers of algae, although the
chlorophyll a concentrations did not. On June 10, the highest diversity of
the year occurred, with 26 genera noted.
Although representatives of many genera were seen through most of the
summer, the dominant group was the green algae. Chlorophyceae are common
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in the summer months due to warmer water temperatures (Palmer, 1977). On
July 8, elevated numbers of the green algae Scenedesmus and Ankistrodesmus
were noted, corresponding to a 25 percent decrease in the Secchi disk depth
from the previous sampling round. Chlorophyll a, however, decreased in
concentration. Towards the summer's end the species compostition was
altered and diversity decreased. On August 26, a bloom of the blue-green
alga (Cyanophyceae) Aphani zomenon was noted along with very high
chlorophyll a concentrations and low transparency. Blue-green algae
commonly occur in late summer and early fall and can form large masses and
produce foul odors {Palmer, 1977).
On August 25, reports were received concerning human fecal material at the
outlet of Bullough's Pond. A site visit on August 26 resulted in the
observation of vast floating mats of the green alga Cladophora and the
small floating plant Lemna sp. (duckweed). The floating mats of plants and
algae covered about three quarters of the pond.
In the fall, algal numbers and diversity decreased as the day length
shortened and the surface water cooled. A slight bloom of the blue-green
alga Aphani zomenon continued. Throughout most of the fall and winter,
productivity was low with the green algae being the dominant group. The
lowest phytoplankton count of the year was on November 19, with 560 cell/ml
noted. A low Secchi disk transparency was measured on this date despite
low phytoplankton counts, diversity, and low chlorophyll a concentrations.
Storm water input could be responsible for low transparency.
On January 21, a bloom of the green alga Chlamydomonas occurred, as well as
the lowest diversity of the year (5 genera noted). This corresponded to a
chlorophyll a level of 103 mg/m3, which is very high for lakes and ponds.
During this period very high fecal coliform counts occured, and a broken
sewer line in an upstream area was found. The bloom of Chiamydomonas may
be related to the broken sewer line since this species is common in
organically enriched areas (Palmer, 1977).
Chlorophyll a, phytoplankton counts, and Secchi disk transparency are often
used in conjunction with other indices (dissolved oxygen, nitrogen and
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phosphorus concentrations) to determine the trophic condition of a lake,
in a study of Connecticut lakes, Frink and Norvell (1984) assigned a
eutrophic status to lakes if chlorophyll a concentrations were between
15-30 mg/m3. Chlorophyll a in this range occurred during twelve sampling
rounds, implying that Bullough's Pond is in eutrophic condition. Wetzel
(1983) cites a mean of 14.3 mg/m3 for eutrophic lakes, further supporting
this designation at Bullough's Pond.
Acceptable water quality for swimming is implied by Secchi disk readings
which are greater than the State minimum standard of 4 feet (1.2 m)
(105 CMR 445.10(a)(b)). This standard cannot be applied to Bullough's Pond
since it is very shallow, about 1.2 meters deep at Station 1. Secchi disk
readings of less than one meter would be considered low, and this occurred
seven times during the study.
2.10 INLET INVESTIGATION
During the course of the storm drain investigation (Task 2.13), two drains
discharging to the inlet upstream of the pond were identified as being
potentially significant sources of pollutants. As a result these drains
were sampled during the first round of storm sampling. One of these
drains, a 24-inch reinforced concrete pipe draining a large part of the
eastern portion of the watershed, was selected for sampling during the two
subsequent storm sampling rounds due to its substantial flows. The results
of this sampling are discussed under Section 2.13 Storm Drain Investigation
and Sampling.
2.11 SEWER INVESTIGATION
No evidence of direct or indirect sources of wastewater to the storm drain
system was found from March through October of the data collection period.
During this time, only two counts of fecal coliform were higher than what
might be expected from dry weather flow in an urban area. The first of
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these counts was at the outlet on 8 July (too numerous to count), and the
second was at the inlet on 9 September (2,200 colonies/lOOml). There is no
obvious explanation for either of these incidents, but the remainder of the
data for this period clearly does not indicate any chronic problem, and
occasional occurrences of unexplained high bacterial counts in a highly
urban area such as this are not at all unusual.
Nearly all samples taken after October had much higher bacterial counts
than those taken earlier in the study. These higher counts are believed to
be the result of a collapsed sewer line reported to have occurred near the
intersection of Homer and Pleasant Streets on October 15, 1986. Flow from
this line could eventually enter Bullough's Pond, although the time of
travel is unknown. Repairs on this line were not finished until after
sampling was completed, so it is likely that all the high counts recorded
during the fall and winter months were due to this sewer line break.
2.12 MftCROPHYTCN SURVEY
A macrophyton survey of Bullough's Pond was performed on August 14, 1986 to
determine plant species, distributions and densities. Shoreline areas were
examined from a rowboat moving parallel to the shore. A viewing box was
utilized to observe submerged plants and their relative densities. The
coverage of aquatic vegetation is shown on Figure 2-8, and the distribution
of species is shown on Figure 2-9. Table 2-0 summarizes the results of the
survey. Specimens with preliminary identification were collected with a
long-handled garden rake and identified in the lab according to Prescott
(1969 and 1978), Helliquist and Crow (1980-85), and Magee (1981).
Bullough's Pond is a shallow pond whose entire shoreline is encircled with
vegetation. The most abundant emergent macrophytes were Iris sp., Typha
latifolia, and Lythrum salicaria. These emergents form a thick band from
"the shore to several feet into the water. The northeastern and
southeastern corners of the pond have 100% coverage with emergent
vegetation. The most dominant aquatic plants occur in association:
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FIGURE 2-8
AQUATIC VEGETATION COVERAGE
(August 14,1986)
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FIGURE 2-9
AQUATIC VEGETATION DISTRIBUTION
(August 14,1986)
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TABLE 2-8
SOTftRY OF AQCKTIC VEGEmHON SURVEY1
BULLOUGH'S PCND
SYMBOL SCIENTIFIC NAHE
Be Bidens connata
F Cladophora sp.
D Decodon verticillatus
E Elodea canadensis
Em Eupatorium maculatum
I Iris sp.
Lm Lemna minor
L Lythrum salicaria
S Sagittaria lati folia
Sc Scirpus validus
T Typha latifolia
W WDlffia columbiana
RELATIVE
OHO* tBHE ABUCfiNCE2
Beggar's tick 0
Filamentous algae D
Water willow C
Waterweed C
Joe-pye-weed 0
Yellow iris D
Duckweed D
Purple loosestrife C
ArrovAiead O
Great bulrush 0
Cattail C
Watermeal D
HCDEOF
REHCOUCnON
Seeds
Cellular division
Rooting arched
branches
Lateral shoots
Seeds
Rhizomes, seeds
Budding, fission,
seeds
Rhizomes, seeds
Tubers, stolons,
seeds
osecis
Rhizomes
Fragmentation,
seeds
1
 Survey conducted on August 14 , 1986 .
2
 D Dominant, C Cannon, 0 Occasional
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duckweed (Lemna minor), watermeal (Wolffia columbiana) and filamentous
algae (Cladophora sp.). These plants create a dense floating mat in the
quiet waters of the pond.
Aquatic plants are a natural part of most lake ecosystems. Macrophytes are
related directly and indirectly to many parts of the food chain. Aquatic
plants may serve as shelter, food, protection from predators or egg-laying
surfaces for many aquatic organisms. Duckweeds serve as food for many
types of wildlife including ducks, pheasants, geese, beavers and muskrat
(Martin et al., 1951; Palmer, 1975).
The size and distribution of the floating mats are subject to water
disturbances such as wind. By August 26, 1986, the duckweed and algal mats
had moved to the outlet area. The survey suggests that Lemna, Wolffia and
Cladophora are the problematic plants with the potential to cause visual or
aesthetic problems.
2.13 STORM DRAIN INVESTIGATION AND SAMPLING
2,13.1 DATA COLLECTION
The purpose of this task is to evaluate the impact of storm runoff on
Bullough's Pond. Storm runoff washes pollutants from the watershed into
waterways. Contaminants that accumulate on the ground and in soils are
transported to waterways when it rains or when snow melts. Sources of
contaminants include automobiles, road salt, fertilizers, pesticides, and
atmmospheric deposition. The levels found in storm water are typically
higher than those found in streams during dry weather. Concentrations also
tend to vary considerably, depending on activities occurring in the
watershed, the intensity of the storm, and the time between storms.
This task included an inspection of the storm drain system during rainfall
and the sampling of drains during three storm events. Maps of the system
were provided by the Newton Department of Public Works. The sampling
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results were compared with typical storm water concentrations, and the
results for nitrogen and phosphorus were incorporated in the nutrient
budgets (Task 2.8) to determine how storm runoff affects water quality in
the pond.
Upon inspection of the storm drain system, nine drains were identified that
discharge to Bullough's Pond or to the inlet beneath Commonwealth Avenue.
These are described in Table 2-9. Of these, only drain no. 1, 2, 3, and 4
were observed to flow during the initial inspection and subsequent storm
sampling rounds. Drain no. 4 could not be sampled because the invert was
located 1.5 feet below the surface of the pond. Drain no. 1, 2, and 3, as
well as the inlet, were selected for the initial round of storm sampling.
The drainage areas for these three drains are shown in Figure 2-10. For
the second and third sampling rounds, drain no. 2 and the inlet were
chosen, since they account for the majority of storm flows. All locations
for storm sampling were selected based on consultations with the DWPC
Project Officer.
The remaining five storm drains were not observed to flow at any time
during the study and were assumed to be inactive. Some of these are not
shown on the City storm drain maps. Other drains shown on the maps were
not located during the study. These latter drains may discharge below the
surface of the pond or may have become covered by sediments and vegetation.
In either case, they could not be sampled.
The first round of storm sampling occurred on April 28, 1987. A
flow-weighted composite sample was collected from the three active drains
and the inlet. Grab samples for compositing were collected at ten minute
intervals for the first 30 minutes, including the first flush, and at 15
minute intervals for 90 minutes for a total of 2 hours. Samples were
stored at 4°C for delivery to the laboratory, and the results are shown in
Table 2-10. Rainfall, measured with a rain gage onsite, was 2.3
millimeters (0.09 inches).
A second storm was sampled beginning at 11:30 p.m. on May 27, 1987.
Samples were collected from drain no. 2 and the inlet at the time intervals
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TABLE 2-9
STORM DRAIN INVESTIGATION
BULLOUGH'S POND
DRAIN NO. DRAINAGE AREA SIZE CONSTRUCTION
(ha) (in)
1 2.3 12 Reinforced Concrete
2 20.8 24 Reinforced Concrete
3 5.8 15 Reinforced Concrete
4 0.4 15 Reinforced Concrete
5 NA 18 Vitrified Clay
6 NA 12 Vitrified Clay
7 NA 8 Vitrified Clay
8 NA 8 Vitrified Clay
9 NA 15 Steel
NA Not applicable; drains did not flow.
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TABLE 2-10
STORM SAMPLING RESULTS: APRIL 28, 1987
BULLOUGH'S POND
PARAMETER
Total Suspended Solids
Total Dissolved Solids
Ammonia Nitrogen
Nitrate Nitrogen
Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen
Total Phosphate
Chloride
Cadmium
Chromium
Copper
iron
Lead
Manganese
zinc
Total Coliform (#/100 ml)
Fecal Coliform (ft/100 ml)
TYPICAL
STORM WATER
INLET1 DRAIN #1* DRAIN #2* DRAIN #3 CONCENTRATION2
14.4
201
0.48
0.86
1.98
0.24
60
<0.02
<0.02
<0.02
0.60
<0.1
0.08
0.07
CG
CGWC
81
163
0.66
0.45
2.7
0.22
33
<0.02
<0.02
0.05
1.9
<0.1
0.09
0.34
CGWC
100
141
193
0.74
1.98
9.3
0.38
38
<0.02
<0.02
0.05
2.85
<0.1
0.10
0.36
CGWC
2,500
134
142
0.68
0.31
2.5
0.34
29
<0.02
<0.02
0.07
3.90
<0.1
0.10
0.48
CGWC
CGWC
246
127
0.59
1.1
1.8
0.35
52
0.01
0.08
0.09
4.11
0.27
0.30
0.36
411,000
10,100
1
 Results from flow-composited samples; reported in mg/1, unless noted
otherwise.
Typical storm water concentrations represent the mean of data from
literature sources and studies conducted by CDM/IEP.
CG Confluent growth
CGWC Confluent growth with coliform
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described above. Flow-weighted average concentrations were calculated
(except for metals sarcples, which were flow-composited) and are shown in
Table 2-11. The complete laboratory results are included in Appendix B.
Onsite rainfall was 0.2 millimeters (0.008 inches).
The final storm was sampled beginning at 10:10 p.m. on June 22, 1987.
Samples were collected as described above, and the results are shown in
Table 2-12 and Appendix B. Onsite rainfall was 10.0 millimeters {0.39
inches).
2.13.2 DATA SUMMARY
Also shown in Tables 2-9 through 2-11 are typical urban storm water
concentrations, based on the mean of data from literature sources and
studies conducted by COM and IEP. A comparison of these results with those
from this study show that, for the most part, the storm water
concentrations at Bullough's Pond are typical of runoff from a heavily
urbanized area. However, concentrations of several parameters were higher
than average, as discussed below.
High nutrient concentrations were found at drain no. 2. Total phosphorus
ranged from 0.38-1.68 mg/1, and total nitrogen from 4.3-11.3 mg/1. Total
Kjeldahl nitrogen was consistently high at this drain. This suggests a
source of organic nitrogen because ammonia levels were not high. However,
the levels of nitrate, ammonia, phosphate, and fecal coliform do not appear
to indicate wastewater as a source. Nutrient levels at the other storm
drains and the inlet were closer to the typical urban storm water
concentrations.
Of the other parameters, dissolved solids were high at the inlet and drain
no. 2 during the first storm. During the second storm, cadmium was high at
the inlet, and chromium was high at drain no, 2.
Storm flow accounts for 91 percent of the phosphorus and 81 percent of the
nitrogen that reaches Bullough's Pond. The pond is particularly
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TABLE 2-11
STORM SAMPLING RESULTS: MAY 27, 1987
BULLOUGH'S POND
INLET1
164
142
0.41
0.25
2.2
0.36
32
0.08
0.06
0.12
1.56
<0.10
0.04
0.09
28,600
18,500
DRAIN #2*
158
278
0.55
0.10
4.2
1.68
7.8
<0.02
<0.02
0.17
1.11
<0.10
0.13
0.06
20,600
34,000
TYPICAL
STORM HATER
CONCENTRATIONS2
246
127
0,59
1.1
1.8
0,35
52
0,01
0.08
0.09
4.11
0.27
0.30
0.36
411,000
10,100
PARAMETER
Total Suspended Solids
Total Dissolved Solids
Ammonia Nitrogen
Nitrate Nitrogen
Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen
Total Phosphate
Chloride
Cadmium
Chromium
Copper
Iron
Lead
Manganese
Zinc
Total Coliform (#/100 ml)
Fecal Coliform (#/100 ml)
1
 Flow-weighted average concentrations; reported in mg/1, unless noted
otherwise.
2
 Typical storm water concentrations represent the mean of data from
• literature sources and studies conducted by CDM/IEP.
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TABLE 2-12
STORM SAMPLING RESULTS: JUNE 22, 1987
BULLOUGH'S POND
PARAMETER
Total Suspended Solids
Total Dissolved Solids
Ammonia Nitrogen
Nitrate Nitrogen
Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen
Total Phosphate
Chloride
Cadmium
Chromium
Copper
Iron
Lead
Manganese
Zinc
Total Coliform (#/100 ml)
Fecal Coliform (i/100 ml)
INLET1
101
156
0.32
1.04
2.2
0.45
37
<0.02
<0.02
0.04
1.25
<0.10
0.16
0.09
CG
>60,000
DRAIN #21
111
110
0.71
0.81
3.7
0.75
6.5
<0.02
<0.02
0.05
0.64
<0.10
0\07
0.20
CG
>60,000
TYPICAL
STORM WATER
CONCENTRATIONS2
246
127
0.59
1.1
1.8
0.35
52
0.01
0.08
0.09
4.11
0.27
0.30
0.36
411,000
10,100
Flow-weighted average concentrations; reported in rag/1, unless noted
otherwise.
2
 Typical storm water concentrations represent the mean of data from
literature sources and studies conducted by CDM/IEP.
CG Confluent growth
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susceptible to the effects of storm runoff because of its small size
compared to the watershed area. This makes it vulnerable to sudden
increases in pollutant loads. Assuming an average runoff coefficient for
the watershed of 0.35 (35 percent), then 0.50 centimeters (0.20 inches) of
rainfall would produce enough runoff to replace the entire volume of water
in the pond. Rainfall of 0.50 centimeters or more occurs about 60 times
each year on average. Thus, storm runoff is frequently the dominant factor
affecting water quality in the pond.
2.14 SEDIHEUT SURVEY
A sediment sample was collected at the in-lake station; the analytical
results are included in Appendix B.. A sediment thickness map is shown on
Figure 2-11.
The Division of Water Pollution Control categorizes dredge material
(sediment) according to physical and chemical characteristics as part of
its regulations "Certification for Dredging, Dredged Material Disposal and
Filling in Waters" (314 CMR 9.00). Under these regulations, any dredging
activity requires the filing of an application under section 27(12) of the
Massachusetts Clean Water Act. Sediments are classified into three
categories based on chemical composition, and classified into three types
based on physical characteristics. Dredging, handling, and some disposal
options are regulated by these classifications.
The sediment sample collected at the Bullough's Pond in-lake station would
be classified as a Category 3, Type C sediment based on the volatile solid
content, and the high concentrations of cadmium/ zinc and lead. The sample
also has very high iron and phosphorus concentrations. The source of these
contaminants if probably storm runoff from the watershed, particularly from
roadways. This material could be dredged using hydraulic or mechanical
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methods, and disposed of by pipeline (for hydraulic dredging) or barge (for
mechanical dredging). Control of dewatering effluent would be required
during the dredging operation.
The upland disposal of dredged sediments is regulated under the "Land
Application of Sludge and Septage" regulations (310 CMR 32.00). Sediments
that meet the Type I criteria and have a total petroleum hydrocarbon (TPH)
level of less than 100 ppm can be disposed of at uncontrolled upland sites,
and type II materials can be used as daily cover in landfills. Type III
materials are dealt with on a case-by-case basis and may have to be handled
as hazardous waste. Based on the parameters that were analyzed, the
Bullough's Pond sediments would be classified Type III because the lead
concentration of 2,478 mgAg exceeds the Type II maximum of 1,000 rag/kg-
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SECTION 3.0
FEASIBILITY STUDY
BULLOUGH'S POND
3.1 ALTERNATIVE IDENTIFICATION AND EVALUATION
3.1.1 INTRODUCTION
Using the results of the Diagnostic Study, the Feasibility portion of the
project examines the possible methods of improving Bullough's Pond from a
water quality standpoint and for recreational uses. The first step was to
identify the primary problems to be dealt with and their causes, and
subsequently to identify possible restoration technologies, and to develop
them in relation to Bullough's Pond. Following this, alternative projects
were developed and evaluated in more detail, and presented at a public
meeting for comment and input. Based on that input, which focused on cost
and downstream impacts, an additional option was developed and is the
recommended project. Alternatives evaluated and the conclusions of those
evaluations are described below.
3.1.2 IDENTIFICATION OF THE PROBLEM
From public meetings conducted for this study, and from the data and
observations, the primary problem identified at Bullough's Pond is the high
nutrient loading that results in excessive aquatic vegetation and algae.
These high nutrient concentrations are not surprising considering the
highly urbanized nature of the pond's watershed, particularly since there
was a sewer line break on October 15 that made this problem worse. This
particular problem has been corrected, but the watershed is still highly
urbanized and brings in many non-point or generalized sources of
pollutants. Concentrations of common urban pollutants are considerably
reduced by the City Hall pond system just upstream of the Bullough's Pond
inlet (Figure 2-2), but further improvements are needed to reduce the
aesthetic and recreational problems caused by nutrient loadings.
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The pond also has a very short retention time and shallow depth that result
in a lack of adequate freezing of the entire pond for ice skating. In part,
the short retention time results from the very large, urban watershed and
the small size of the pond. Also, in the past a channel was dug down the
center of the pond, increasing the high velocities reached in the center of
the pond. Despite this, overall water circulation through the pond appears
poor, with some stagnant areas.
3.1.3 IDENTIFICATION OF ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGIES
3.1.3.1 introduction
To address these problems, a number of technologies were considered as
shown on Table 3-1. Note that technologies which treat only the symptoms
of high nutrient levels (algae, etc.) are not included on the list. These
technologies, which include algicides, herbicides, and other chemical
treatments, would not be effective at Bullough's Pond due to the low
retention time of water in the pond (about 1 day). Although these remedies
might be more attractive if the retention time of the water is increased
through other technologies, they would still only constitute short-term,
symptomatic treatment. Similarly, weed harvesting has been eliminated
since aquatic weeds are not as great a problem as algae, and the small size
and shallow depth of the pond would make weed harvesting impractical. A
description of the technologies evaluated is given below, along with the
reasons for elimination of some technologies.
3.1.3.2 Diversion of Flows
This technology could include baseflow and storm flows, or just storm flow.
It would address both the problem of high flushing rate and high incoming
nutrient levels. The first type of diversion considered consisted of some
of the incoming baseflow or storm flow, or both, being diverted around or
through the pond with discharge downstream of the pond. The first route
that was considered was from the main inlet upstream of Commonwealth Avenue
(which brings in most of the baseflow and storm flows) around the east side
of the pond to the outlet where it could discharge downstream of the bridge
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TABLE 3-1
ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGIES
BULLOUGH'S POND
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• • Diversion of Flows
• Storm Drain Rerouting
• Sedimentation Structures
_ • Raising Level of Dam
™ • Dispersion of Inflows
• • Dredging
• Wetlands Treatmenti
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However, based on the expense and downstream environmental concerns,
several modified versions of storm drain rerouting were considered, and
diversion per se was eliminated.
3.1.3.3. Storm Drain Rerouting: Commonwealth Ave to Outlet via Bullough Park
This rerouting appears both feasible and practical, with the rerouting
running north along Bullough Park from the Commonwealth Avenue manhole near
the corner of Bullough Park. At Commonwealth Avenue, the manhole is paved
over and is in the main section of the road, so the invert elevation of the
pipe has not yet been determined. According to a plan and profile map of
the storm drain on Commonwealth Avenue, the invert of the manhole of concern
is 6 feet, consistent with what was anticipated. However, this map dates to
1895 and the information should be verified during a field investigation.
Another manhole close to the end of Bullough Park was used for the cost
estimate. If this 1895 map is correct and there is no additional
storm drain, an additional cost of $25,000 to $40,000 needs to be added to
the cost of the infiltration trench foe diversion of this storm drain to
cover the distance to the manhole and the unanticipated disruption of
traffic.
A new culvert, possibly a 24-inch, beginning at this manhole would then run
down Bullough Park picking up two street drains. Both of these drains
(located between Berkshire and Commonwealth) appear to be clogged and
currently inoperable. The culvert could then continue to Berkshire Road
where a branch drain would be picked up. At this point, the pipe might be
increased in size to about a 36-inch or, alternatively, infiltration
trenches could be used to reduce flow volumes. The rerouted pipe could then
run down to the corner of Dexter Road where a second branch drain covering
the Upland/Mill Street area comes into the pond. This drain appears to be
almost completely clogged at present. At this location, the new pipe could
discharge to a large leaching catch basin or infiltration trenches at the
corner. Actual pipe sizes and hydraulic capacity of the system would be
determined during final design.
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The pipe could also continue to the outlet stream for discharge, but if the
outlet were used for discharge, a stilling area or device would be required
as flow velocities during storms may be substantial. The use of
infiltration trenches at the corner of Dexter Road and Bullough Park with
subsequent discharge of overflow to Bulloughrs Pond appears to be the most
cost-effective and least environmentally harmful.
3.1.3.4 Storm Drain Rerouting: Bullough Park Drains to Outlet
This alternative would involve cleaning of two street drains and diversion
of two main drains at Berkshire and Upland/Mills. From an examination of
maps and field inspections, this alternative appears ineffective other than
the cleaning of the four catch basins and their subsequent regular
maintenance. All of the four discharge culverts need work, if some even
exist, and it is unclear whether storm drainage from these areas now enters
the pond by overland flow or seepage. It probably enters partially by the
UplanoVMills culvert and maybe partially by the Berkshire culvert, with the
rest overland. Other than the maintenance, the expense of rerouting does
not appear justified by the small drainage area.
3.1.3.5 Storm Drain Rerouting: Bullough Park Upstream via Hill Street
The limited amount of drainage area does not appear to warrant the expense
of this alternative.
3.1.3.6 Sedimentation Structures at Cold Spring Brook and Hammond Brook
At the Hammond Brook inlet into the first City Hall Pond, substantial
sedimentation appears to have occurred since the last dredging of the pond.
The upstream portion of the pond is completely filled in, with a large part
of the 4.5 X 11 foot culvert also filled in. It is not clear whether it is
the reduced velocity in the culvert or the pond itself which causes the
sediment deposition, or both, but this area clearly reduces the sediment
load that eventually reaches Bullough's Pond. The area is-a maintenance
problem though, since removal of the .sediment requires dredging of the
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ponds rather than just cleaning of the pipe. At this location, a simple
solution that would allow regular and easy maintenance would be to
construct a sedimentation sump. This would consist of a sedimentation
structure near the mouth of the pipe to reduce velocities, followed by a
weir just downstream to contain the sediments so that they can be removed
periodically. Specific design features will depend on the type of
equipment to be used by the City for maintenance.
At the Cold Spring Brook inlet, the same type of problem occurs to a
slightly lesser degree; possibly the high sediment load does not drop out
as quickly here because there is less sediment load (unlikely), or the
rectangular pipe {5.5 x 10 foot) does not cause a sudden velocity drop as
does the culvert at Hammond Brook. In the future, the loading may be
somewhat reduced by the proposed inclusion of a sedimentation or detention
basin at the Library site just upstream on Coleman Brook (Coleman Brook
drains the cemetery area overland, entering the Cold Spring Brook culvert
just upstream of its mouth at Homer Street). Although it is less obvious,
it does appear that there is a substantial sediment loading coming in from
the Cold Spring Brook culvert, with sediment filling in the upper and
middle portions of the upper City Hall Pond. Substantial loadings may also
settle out in the lower ponds, to the benefit of Bullough's Pond—but again
it is a maintenance problem and not as effective as it could be. Site
access at this location is more difficult than at Hammond Brook, and some
bank reconstruction will be required to construct and maintain a
sedimentation structure.
3.1.3.7 Raising Level of Dam to Increase Volume
The flushing rate of the pond is affected by the volume of the pond as well
as the quantity of inflowing water. Therefore, another way to reduce the
flushing rate of the pond is to increase its volume. The effect on the
flushing rate is not as dramatic as in diverting inflows, but some
improvement can be realized.
One way to increase the pond's volume is to increase the height of the dam.
To accomplish a small increase in height that would be feasible with the
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topography around Bullough's Pond, modification of the outlet structure is
necessary. Installation of removable boards appears feasible, rather than
a complete replacement of the dam. In this way, six inches to one foot
could be gained in water level. This technology may be expected to
accomplish some benefits by: 1) reducing the flushing rate somewhat; 2)
increasing the depth and volume of the pond; and 3) reducing the impact of
high nutrient storm flows by creating a larger pond. In this case, raising
the water level would cause the pond to act less like a stream. The overall
benefit would be to improve aesthetics by reducing algae problems and
improving the freezing characteristics of the pond to allow ice skating.
Negative effects would include inundation of bordering wetland vegetation
and increased concerns with upstream flooding. Public comments on raising
the level of the dam centered on basement flooding and the perceived
ineffectiveness of this alternative. CDM's opinion was that basement
flooding is unlikely, and that the cost was reasonable. However, the City
of Newton DPW comments focused on upstream flooding and their perception
that this situation should not be aggravated. As a result, this
alternative was eliminated.
3.1.3.8 Dispersion of Inflows
At present, Bullough's Pond has relatively poor circulation since inflows
go straight through the pond leaving some "corners" stagnant.
Additionally, there is a small wetland area near the inlet that is
currently bypassed by most of the inflows. Both of these conditions result
in part from the way the existing inlet structure routes flow into the
pond. The stagnant corners are also caused by the narrow neck of the pond,
and to a lesser degree by a channelized area down the length of the pond to
the outlet. One way to improve circulation in the pond and provide some
wetlands treatment of the inflows would be to replace the existing inlet
structure with a dispersion structure so that incoming flows are dispersed
out in different directions. Dispersion of inflows could then be
reestablished at the neck of the pond using pilings and baffles, possibly
incorporated into a walkway or overlook. The use of this technology could
be expected to improve the aesthetics of the pond by improving incoming
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water quality. However, the existing wetlands are somewhat limited in size
and filtering capacity. Although this alternative may be viable, concerned
residents objected strongly to the possibility of filling in portions of
the pond, whether or not the portions might be dredged to greater depths.
As a result, this alternative was eliminated.
3.1.3.9. Dredging to Increase Depth
Bullough's Pond is extremely shallow, with an average depth of only 2,2
feet. Further, the "channel" down the length of the pond tends to route
flows directly through the pond, hampering ice formation. In general, the
aesthetics and ice skating value of the pond would be enhanced by deepening
the pond, particularly in the larger (outlet) end. However, because the
pond has only a limited amount of sediment buildup and because a deep pond
may be anaerobic, or without oxygen, only limited deepening of the pond
could be recommended.
To make the pond five feet deep in the larger (outlet) end, about 7,000
cubic yards of material would have to be removed. Dredging would be
mechanical or hydraulic, with dredged materials reused to expand the
existing wetlands area near the inlet or dewatered and hauled off site. If
the materials were reused in a wetlands treatment scheme, dewatering might
be possible in a bermed area along the shoreline near the skating shelter
that could be later incorporated into the overall recreational plan.
Dewatering could also occur in the wetland area itself with stepwise
"basins" restricted with sheet piling used to stabilize the material for
revegetation.
This upper or inlet portion of the pond has been gradually filling in over
the years, and currently supports dense aquatic vegetation cover.
Eventually, this area will become a marsh—using dredged materials from the
outlet end of the pond to create a wildlife/Vetland area near the inlet
of the pond will simply speed up this process. If disposal is offsite,
transportation and disposal might be expected to significantly increase the
cost of the work.
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While there are advantages to dredging the pond considering its shallow
depth, it does not appear to be justified in terms of water quality
improvements (or lack of), which are the primary goal of the Clean Lakes
Program. Further, it will provide only very limited hydraulic benefits in
terms of reducing flooding, a serious concern in this area of Newton.
Since the Commonwealth Avenue culvert restricts flow and increases flooding
upstream, any dredging or other actions in Bullough's Pond will not affect
upstream flooding and will only provide limited downstream flooding
benefits.
However, it is possible that dredging could be combined with operation of
the drawdown valves near the outlet to reduce flooding both up and
downstream. This could be done by reducing the water level prior to
predicted major storms, and CDM recommends that any such operation for
flood control and/or dredging of the pond be submitted under other grant
programs geared more towards flood control.
3.1.3.10 Wetlands Treatment
Wetlands include marshes, swamps and bogs where aquatic vegetation is
actively growing. Natural wetlands inadvertently act as natural water
treatment systems by filtering of the water flowing through them, taking up
nutrients, and acting as a sink for other pollutants. In addition, they
provide excellent wildlife habitat, and in conjunction with open water, can
attract waterfowl that would be unusual and desirable in an urban area such
as this.
A limited wetland area currently exists near the inlet of the pond.
However, most of the incoming flows do not go through this area because of
the inlet structure, negating any treatment capability they may have. In
conjunction with the flow dispersion technology discussed earlier,
expansion of the wetlands area could improve water quality and attract
waterfowl. It would also complement a dredging project in that some or all
of the dredged materials could be reused to form the substrate for the
expanded wetlands area. After placement and appropriate contouring of the
dredged materials to desired elevations, plantings of the most suitable
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wetlands species could follow. Again, however, dredging of the pond will
provide only limited benefits in terms of water quality so dredging and any
associated wetlands renovations should be conducted under other programs.
3.2 RECOMMENDED PROJECT
3.2.1 BACKGROUND
In a preliminary draft report presented at the public meeting in June 1987,
a total of three options were presented for review. These consisted of
various combinations of diversion, dredging, and wetlands treatment. At
the public meeting and subsequently, however, many comments were received
concerning the high cost of the options, downstream effects, and other
possible alternatives. As a result, several additional alternatives were
evaluated, including the storm drain rerouting alternatives and
sedimentation alternatives discussed above. These alternatives were
described and then sent to DEP, the City of Newton, and the Bullough's Pond
Association for review and comment, and the proposed project described
below resulted.
3.2.2 PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The proposed project consists of: 1) the implementation of a public
education program; 2) the construction of storm drain rerouting down
Bullough Park to infiltration trenches; 3) the construction of
sedimentation structures at the mouth of Hammond Pond Brook and Cold Spring
Brook; and 4) a watershed management program.
3.2.2.1 Public Education Program
The public education program will be aimed at reducing the nutrient loading
to the pond from general urban runoff. The program would begin with Phase
II, and should involve the Bullough's Pond Association to the greatest
extent possible. In an urban pond such as Bullough's Pond, control of
watershed sources of non-point source pollution is a rather difficult task
in that .these pollutants are normally found in urban runoff—the primary
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source of flow to Bullough's Pond. Certain nutrient loadings can be
reduced though, including increased nutrient loadings caused by
construction activities and "cultural" nutrient loadings such as lawn
fertilizers and car washing.
The public education program could include pamphlets or flyers discussing
methods to reduce phosphorus use with detergents and fertilizers, as well
as lists of available phosphoms-free products. The program should also
include activities such as shoreline cleanup.
3.2.2.2 Storm Drain Rerouting
In this diversion, the rerouting would run from the Commonwealth Avenue
manhole near the corner of Bullough Park, along Bullough Park picking up
several subdrainage areas, and discharging to an infiltration trench. The
drainage area diverted consists of about 90 acres to the east of the pond
including Commonwealth Avenue and several other large paved areas, steep
slopes, and large lawn areas where lawn care services are used. The end
point of this drainage area is drain no, 2, which had the poorest water
quality of any of the storm drains sampled during the study. The main
advantage of diverting this drain to an infiltration trench is its expected
effectiveness and lack of negative environmental effects. The basic layout
of this alternative is shown in Figure 3-1. This storm drain diversion
will pick up the storm drain at the intersection Commonwealth Avenue and
Bullough Park, the storm drain at the intersection Berkshire Road and
Bullough Park, along with the storm drain at the intersection of Dexter
Road and Bullough Park. In addition, the two catch basins between
Commonwealth Avenue and Berkshire Road would be intercepted by the
infiltration trench.
Infiltration trenches can effectively remove both soluble and particulate
pollutants while they preserve the natural groundwater recharge
capabilities of the site. Infiltration trenches are located on the surface
or below the ground. Surface trenches accept diffuse runoff (sheet flow)
directly from adjacent areas, after it has been filtered through a grass
buffer. Underground trenches can accept more concentrated runoff (from
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FIGURE 3-1
LOCATION OF INFILTRATION TRENCH
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pipes and storm drains), but require the installation of special inlets to
prevent coarse sediment and oil/grease from clogging the stone reservoir.
An underground trench is preferred at Bullough's Pond due to the lack of
room for a grass buffer along Bullough Park and the high concentration of
nutrients in the runoff. The trench would be approximately 1,350 feet
long, running the full length of the pond, with a cross-sectional area of
50 square feet. A width of 6 feet and depth of 8 feet is recommended.
More extensive bottom surface area would increase exfiltration rates;
however, there is only room for a 6-foot wide trench.
A test well should be installed in the trench to monitor draining times
after installation. The water level in the well should be measured daily
after a large storm. If the trench does not completely drain after 3 days,
it means that the bottom of the trench has clogged and remedial measures
need to be taken to improve performance. Rehabilitation of an underground
trench requires the removal of: 1) the topsoil/vegetation layer, 2) the
protective plastic layer, 3) entire stone aggregate layer, and 4) the
bottom filter fabric layer. Then, the subsoil layer must be tilled to
promote better infiltration, and each layer must be replaced.
A three-chamber oil/grit separator is often used to pretreat storm runoff
before entering the infiltration trench. The first chamber traps coarse
sediment and litter, the second chamber separates out the oil and grease,
and the third chamber serves as the inlet to the trench. A typical
oil/^ rit inlet and trench is shown on Figure 3-2.
Accumulated sediment should be cleaned out at least twice per year. There
are two methods of cleaning the inlet. The first method is to pump out the
contents of each chamber. The turbulence of the vacuum pump creates a
slurry of water and sediment which is then transferred to a tank truck. In
some areas, the truck then disposes of the slurry into a sanitary sewer
trunk line, where it travels to a treatment plant (MCDEP, 1984b).
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An alternative disposal method is to carefully siphon out each chamber
(without creating a slurry) and allow it to infiltrate over a nearby grass
area. The remaining grit and sediments can then be removed manually, and
trucked to a landfill for final disposal.
The advantages of storm drain rerouting are:
1. Some reduction in upstream flooding by reducing discharge into the
Commonwealth Avenue culvert, which restricts flows.
2. The oil/grit chamber and trench would act to remove the first flush
of storms from Commonwealth Avenue manhole connection, higher flows
would overflow to Bullough's Pond inlet.
3. Sediment and many other pollutants would be removed at the Dexter
Road catch basin before discharging to Bullough's Pond; pollutants
and sediment that escapes during larger or very intense storms would
go into Bullough's Pond very near the outlet where the effects would
be lessened.
4. Four catch basin locations along Bullough Park would be combined
into one, reducing maintenance.
\
3.2.2.3 Sedimentation Structures
At the Hammond Brook inlet into the first City Hall pond, substantial
sedimentation has occurred. This area reduces the sediment load that
eventually reaches Bullough's Pond, although it causes a maintenance
problem in that the City Hall Ponds require dredging about every 2 years.
At this location (Figure 3-3), a simple solution that would allow regular
and easy maintenance would be to construct a sedimentation basin. A
sedimentation structure would be located near the mouth of the pipe to
reduce the velocity, causing sediments to drop out in a relatively small
area so that they can be removed periodically using a backhoe. Wood or
concrete pilings can be used to build the structure. These pilings would
be driven into the sediment in the shape of a semicircle. The
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sedimentation basin would then be dredged to the existing bottom of the
culvert, approximately 5 feet. Upstream culverts should be cleaned out at
the same time. Riprap should be placed along the banks in this area to
prevent erosion problems. Figure 3-4 shows a plan and profile of the
sedimentation basin.
The sediments that accumulate in this area should be collected at least
twice a year. The frequency of collections may have to be increased if
sediments build up faster than expected.
A similar structure should be built at the Cold Spring Brook inlet (Figure
3-3). Sedimentation is also a problem here, although to a lesser degree.
In the future, the loading may be somewhat reduced by the proposed
inclusion of a sedimentation or detention basin at the Library site just
upstream in Coleman Brook. Maintenance at Cold Spring Brook could be made
easier by putting in a sedimentation structure similar to that proposed at
the Hammond Brook inlet. Since site access at this location is more
difficult than at Hammond Brook, some bank reconstruction and a concrete
pad will be required to construct and maintain a sedimentation structure.
3.2.2.4 Watershed Management Program
A watershed management program should address both point and non-point
sources of nutrients and pollutants. In an urban setting such as this,
control of non-point source pollution is a rather difficult task in that
these pollutants are normally found in urban runoff. Certain nutrient
loadings can be reduced though, including increased nutrient loadings
caused by construction activities and "cultural" nutrient loadings such as
those from lawn and garden fertilizers and car washing.
In the case of Bullough's Pond, the primary concern is common urban
pollutants that find their way into storm water, since much of the
pollutant loading to Bullough's Pond comes in via storm water. These
pollutants can be reduced with a comprehensive program involving public
 t
education and watershed management practices such as erosion control.
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Significant erosion problems can be reduced by controlling construction
activities to minimize erosion. Conventional methods such as the use of
hay bales and replacement of vegetation or more innovative methods such as
spray application of liquid soil sealers applied over open soil, existing
vegetation or seeding areas, can be used.
An important part of watershed maintenance is establishing a regular
program of cleaning out the catch basins in the watershed of Bullough's
Pond. Existing catch basins should be cleaned at least annually, with more
frequent cleaning for catch basins near the pond and downstream of
construction areas. In particular, catch basins that are located at the
base of hills or near active construction sites should be monitored more
closely since they accumulate sediment more rapidly and might require more
frequent cleaning. In addition, the catch basins that are located close to
the pond should be monitored closely since they have the greatest impact on
the pond.
All new construction projects should be required to use storm water Best
Management Practices (BMPs) such as leaching catch basins, infiltration
trenches, sedimentation basins etc. It is also recommended that any
replacement of catch basins in the future within the watershed should
utilize leaching catch basins. Leaching catch basins are oversized
manholes with pervious sides and bottom that are used to catch storm water
and allow it to percolate into the ground rather than flow overland to
discharge into Bullough's Pond. Leaching catch basins should be preceded
by a conventional manhole equipped with a grease trap. The removal of oil
and grease prevents the soils around the leaching catch basin from becoming
clogged.
3.2.3 COST AND TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY
The phosphorus budget indicates that the pond now receives an annual
loading of approximately 960 kg. Storm flow from the inlet is the leading
contributor with 830 kg/yr. The storm drain diversion would reroute 140
kg/yr to the infiltration trench. According to Schueler (1987), 65-75%
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removal of phosphorus can be expected from an infiltration trench. Using
70%, 100 kg/yr will be removed from this diversion.
If the sumps are cleaned out twice a year along with the upstream culverts
about 200 cubic yards of sediment would be removed. Assuming this material
would eventually get into Bullough's Pond along with the associated
phosphorus load, the total phosphorus load at the inlet would be reduced by
5-10%. Using 7%, an additional 75 kg/yr will be removed.
Figure 3-5 shows the improvement in trophic status. Due to the fact that
the pond is very shallow and receives a high nutrient load, the pond will
remain in a eutrophic state.
However, the major component of the recommended project, the storm drain
diversion, will reduce nutrient loading, and although it will not decrease
the flushing rate, it will reduce the channeling effect in the pond by
introducing the storm water as groundwater rather than as direct runoff.
The sedimentation structures in the City Hall Ponds will also decrease
sediment loadings into Bullough's Pond over time, although the amount is
difficult to quantify. They will definitely ease the maintenance
requirements for this pond. Without the project, algae and aquatic
vegetation problems will continue to increase more and more rapidly in
Bullough's Pond.
Table 3-2 lists the individual costs for each component of the recommended
project. Technical feasibility in the context of this study is an
evaluation of the water quality and recreational benefits of the project in
relation to its cost. As shown on Table 3-2, the overall cost of the
complete project is estimated at $363,400 including all related costs.
The cost per kilogram of phosphorus removed is $2,077. If it is assumed
that underground trenches will need rehabilitation every 15 years, then an
annual maintenance set aside of 10-15% of the initial construction cost may
be needed to cover routine and non-routine maintenance expeditures
(Scheuler, 1987). Operation and maintenance costs associated with the
infiltration trench are approximately $10,000 to $15,000. -
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- Excavation $ 8,500
I - Stone Fill $ 54,300- Filter Cloth $ 12,500
- Inlet Pipe $ 4,500
I • Additional Cost2 $30,000
$124,800
I • Miscellaneous 15% $ 18,720
i
i
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TABLE 3-2
COST ESTIMATE FOR THE RECOMMENDED PROJECT1
BULLOUGH'S POND
COMPONENTS ESTIMATED COST
I. STORMDRAIN DIVERSION
 Oil/Grit Inlet $ 15,000
• Infiltration Trench
SUBTOTAL $143,520
II. SEDIMENTATION STRUCTURES
• Pilings $38,000
• Riprap & Filter Fabric at Hammond Brook Inlet $ 3,000
• Concrete Pad (10' x 10') at Cold Spring
Brook Inlet $ 1,500
$42,500
• Miscellaneous 15% $ 6,375
SUBTOTAL $48,875
III. PUBLIC EDUCATION PROGRAM $15,000
• Labor
• printing and Distribution
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TABLE 3-2 (CONT'D)
COMPONENTS ESTIMATED COST
IV. MONITORING PROGRAM $ 65,000
• Construction
• Post Construction
•
V. ENGINEERING AND CONTINGENCIES (30%) $ 71,000
• Detailed Hydrologic Evaluation of Diversion
• Survey and Borings
• Evaluation and Final Design of
Piping/Mahholes/Basins
• Contract Documents and Pre-Bid Services
• Resident Engineering Services
VI. PERMITS $ 20,000
• Cost does not include an Environmental
Impact Report (EIR)
TOTAL $363,400
OPERATION & MAINTENANCE
INFILTRATION TRENCH3 $10,000/yr
SEDIMENTATION BASINS4 $ 2,000/yr
11989 costs.
2According to a map dated 1895 that was released to COM after the first
draft of the feasibility study, an additional manhole connected to the
storm drain exists in Commonwealth Avenue. The additional cost covers the
extra distance to the manhole and the unanticipated disruption to traffic.
Estimated maximum cost includes periodic cleaning and relining.
4Includes two annual cleanings.
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Benefits of- the project would focus on improved water quality and reduced
sedimentation both in the pond and downstream without negative
environmental effects. Associated recreational benefits would include
skating and enhanced passive recreation such as picnicking, aesthetic
enjoyment and education.
3.2.4 OVERALL PLAN, SCHEDULE AND LIST OF PERMITS
Table 3-3 contains an overall schedule for the proposed project. Note that
by each item the responsibility for implementation is also listed. Table
3-4 lists the elements required for final design of the project. The RFP
for Phase II should contain this table. Several local, state, and federal
permits will be required—these are listed in Table 3-5.
3.2.5 PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
Public meetings were held on May 21, 1986, October 29, 1986, and June 10,
1987. Copies of the handouts distributed at each of the meetings are
included in Appendix D, along with written comments received, newspaper
articles, etc. Obviously public participation had a great deal of
influence on the study in that the recommended project was modified
substantially based on public comment.
3.2.6 MONITORING PROGRAM
In order to assure that construction activities do not cause undue adverse
impacts, monthly monitoring of Bullough's Pond is proposed for the period
of construction which is expected to last approximately three to six
months.
To determine the effectiveness of the project, monitoring of nutrients and
other parameters should then occur seasonally for the remainder of the
three-year monitoring program, which would last until 1993. Table 3-6
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MILESTONE DATE
October 1, 1990
October 30, 1990
November 30, 1990
December 15, 1990
April 1, 1991
May 1, 1991
June 1, 1991
December 1, 1991
TABLE 3-3
SCHEDULE OF IMPLEMENTATION
BULLOUGH'S POND
TASK
Request for Assistance to
DWPC1
Deadline for application for
funds submitted with a final
D/F Report1
Deadline for Prioritization
for Funding
Deadline for Local Match to
be Certified
Deadline for Full Program
Compliance1
Substate Agreement1
Issue Request for Proposals
Deadline for Proposals
Selection of Consultant for
Final Design
Begin Final Design
Pre-Bid Conference
Select Contractor
Begin Construction
Complete Construction
RESPONSIBILITY
City of Newton
and CDM Inc.
City of Newton
Division of Water
Pollution Control
(DWPC)
City of Newton
City of Newton
DWPC
City of Newton
City of Newton
City of Newton
Consultant
City of Newton
and Consultant
City of Newton
Contractor
Contractor
1
 These tasks were part of the DWPC Clean Lakes Program, which is no longer
in effect. Thererfore, no dates are shown.
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TABLE 3-4
PHASE II CONSTRUCTION ELEMENTS
BULLOUGH'S POND
TASK
STORM DRAIN DIVERSION
Excavate Infiltration Trench
Lay Filter Fabric
Fill Trench with Clean Washed
Stone or Gravel
Lay Filter Fabric
Place Top Soil/Vegetation Layer
Install Oil/Grit Inlet Chamber
SEDIMENTATION STRUCTIGNS
Install Pilings at Sedimentation
Areas
Lay Filter Fabric at Hammond
Brook Inlet
Riprap at Hammond Brook Inlet
Install Concrete Pad at Cold
Spring Brook Inlet
Excavate Sedimentation Areas
ESTIMATED QUANTITIY1
3,015 cy
2,315 sy
2,415 cy of 1.5-3.0 inch gravel
2,315 sy
600 cy
To be sized during design phase
Precast concrete 12" diameter
pilings
67 sy
44 cy machine placed riprap
10' X 10'
200 cy
IThe quantities listed are estimates used for cost estimating purposes.
These quantities must be reevaluated and finalized during the design
phase of this project.
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TABLE 3-5
PERMITTING
BULLOUGH'S POND
PERMIT
Order of Conditions
Form: Notice of Intent
Ch. 91 Waterways License
Form: License Application
Determination of Need for
Environmental Impact Report
Form: Environmental Notification
Form
Water Quality Certification
Form: Standard Application
Department of Army Permit
Form: Application
AGENCY
Newton Conservation Commission
Newton, MA
Chief Waterways Engineer
Division of Wetlands and Waterways
Regulation
Department of Environmental Quality
Engineering
One Winter Street
Boston, MA 02108
(617) 292-5695
Secretary of Environmental Affairs
Executive Office of Environmental
Affairs
100 Cambridge Street
Boston, MA 02202
(617) 727-5830
Division of Water Pollution Control
Department of Environmental Quality
Engineering
One Winter Street
Boston, MA 02108
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
424 Trapelo Road
Waltham, MA 02254
(617) 647-8492
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TABLE 3-6
MONITORING SCHEDULE
BULLOUGH'S POND
MONTHS
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 1 1 1 2
1991 X X X X X X X
1992 X X X X
1993 X X X X
i
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shows the monitoring schedule. A total of 15 sampling rounds is expected,
with parameters for analysis as follows:
(1) temperature profiles with one meter intervals
(2) dissolved oxygen profiles with one meter intervals
(3)
 PH
(4) total alkalinity
(5) suspended solids'
(6) dissolved solids
(7) conductivity
(8) chlorides
(9) Kjeldahl nitrogen
(10) ammonia nitrogen
(11) nitrate nitrogen
(12) total phosphorus
(13) total and fecal coliform
(14) secchi disk transparency
(15) phytoplankton identification (minimum to genus level) and density
count
(16) chlorophyll a
(17) discharge (either instantaneous or time-integrated)
Parameters 1-16 are to be measured at the depression constituting the major
basin in Bullough's Pond, and the inlet and outlet will be sampled for
parameters 1-13 and 17 above. The in-pond station shall be sampled near the
top and near the bottom of the water column, with bacteria, phytoplankton and
chlorophyll a samples at the surface only.
3.2.7 ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION
3.2.7.1 Historical Commission Review
According to the Massachusetts Historical Commission (see Appendix E), the
proposed restoration project is unlikely to affect historic or archaeological
resources, and no further review is required.
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3.2.7.2 Chemical Treatment Evaluation
No chemical treatment is proposed for Bullough's Pond.
3.2.7.3 Dredging Analysis
No dredging other than that required directly for the construction of the
sedimentation structures is proposed for inclusion in this project.
Maintenance dredging of the City Hall ponds, and any dredging of Bullough's
Pond, will be done separately and are not a part of this project. The
construction of the sedimentation structures at the mouth of Hammond Brook
and Cold Spring Brook will involve very minor amounts of "fill" in the form
of pilings, and the bank at Hammond Brook will be reconstructed. However,
these will be very minor operations to allow ease and speed of maintenance of
the large sediment loadings that enter the City Hall Ponds from those
drainages.
3.2.7.4 Fish and Wildlife Evaluation
The purpose of the project is to improve water quality by removing excess
nutrients and other pollutants. This will benefit aquatic life in the pond.
The Massachusetts Division of Fisheries and Wildlife has no objections to the
proposed project; the Newton Conservation Commission has not responded to a
request for comments about the project (see Appendix E).
3.2.7.5 Downstream Evaluation
No negative downstream effects are anticipated.
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DATA GRAPHS, TABLES
AND LAB REPORTS
24 --
20 --
16 --
12
R - -
4 --
0
BuHough 's Pond 1986-1987
Temperature (degrees Celsius)
a-ao 4-w 4-28 6-ia o-a? o-io e-w ?-a 7-22 a-u s-es a-o 10-22 11-19 12-10 1-^ 1 a-w s-ia
DATE
LEGEND
Surface
Bottom
Outlet
Inlet
Table Bullough's Pond 1986-1987
Water
Date
3-25
4-14
4-28
5-12
5-27
6-10
6-24
7-08
7-22
8-12
8-26
9-09
10-22
11-19
12-18
1-21
2- 24
3-19
Temperature < degrees.
la
Surface
7.7
15.9
14.7
13.7
23.4
24.9
22.5
28.0
27.1
25.2
23.8
20.9
12.8
3.0
3.2
1 .2
1 .0
4.1
Celsius)
Stations
Ib *>
Bottom Outlet
7.5
11.7
13.0
13.6
18.5
18.0
20.1
23.8
25.0
23.9
19.3
18.0
12.0
3.0
4.0
3.3
2.8
4.1
7.8
11.3
13.0
13.2
18.3
17.3
19.2
23.2
24.8
23.3
20.9
19.0
12.0
3.0
4.2
3.0
2.8
4.5
3
Inlet
3.2
12.8
13.4
12.2
20.8
18. 2
17.7
22.2
23.6
r»l ^
•U A . U
20.2
17.3
10.9
4.2
4.9
3. 8
4.7
6. 1
120 --
ao --
o
Bullough 's Pond 1986-1987
Oxygen, Percent Saturation
S-OB 4-14 4-ee 0-12 0-27 0-10 0-84 7-6 7-22 0-12 0-OB 0-9 10-B2 11-18 12-10 1-81 ft-84 9-ltt
Date
LEGEND
o Surface
Bottom
Outlet
Inlet
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
(
I
Table Bullough's Pond 1986-1987
D.O. Percent Saturation
Stations
Date
3-25
4-14
4-28
5-12
5-27
6-10
6-24
7-08
7-22
8-12
8-26
9-09
10-22
11-19
12-18
1-21
2-24
3-19
la
Surface
94
139
98
118
160
100
139
30
130
112
139
102
115
58
80
81
73
93
lb
Bottom
93
134
92
120
57
76
73
9
95
89
82
76
105
56
70
65
85
77
2
tlet
87
119
92
106
41
83
85
30
93
80
83
89
91
77
81
81
80
96
3
Inlet
83
102
99
82
73
101
79
52
86
54
59
87
76
71
91
87
92
91
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Table Bullough's Pond 1986-1987
Dissolved Oxygen (mg/1)
Date
3-25
4-14
4-28
5-12
5-27
6-10
6-24
7-08
7-22
8-12
8-26
9-09
10-22
11-19
12-18
1-21
2-24
3-19
Stations
la
Surface
11.2
13.9
10.1
12.4
13.8
3.4
12.2
2.4
10.6
9.4
11.9
q 9J . l£l.
1*3 "?
7.8
10.7
11.4
10.4
12.2
Ib
Bottom
11.2
14.6
9.8
12.6
5.4
7.2
6.8
0.8
8.0
7,6
7.7
7.2
11.4
7.5
9.2
8.7
11.6
10.1
2
Outlet
10.4
13.0
9.8
11.2
3.9
8.0
8.0
2.6
7.8
6.9
7.5
8.4
9.8
10.4
10.6
11.0
10.8
12.4
3
Inlet
9.8
10.3
10.4
8.B
6.6
9.6
7.6
4.6
7.4
4.8
5.4
8.4
8.5
9.3
11.7
11.5
11.8
11.3
Bui lough 's Pond
PH
1986-1987
9.5 --
B.5 --
7 . S - -
6,5 • •
LEGEND
t-0 4-M 4-B0 B-ia 0-27 6-10 6-44 7-« 7-2B 0-12 B-2B 9-9 10-83 ll-lfl 18-10 1-fil B-84 B-1B
Date
o Surface
Bottom
Outlet
Inlet
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Table Bulloush's Pond 1986-1987
pH
Date
3-25
4-14
4-28
5-12
5-27
6-10
6-24
7-08
7-22
8-12
8-26
9-09
10-22
11-19
12-18
1-21
2-24
3-19
la
Surface
7.3
8.5
7.0
8.8
8.9
7.0
8.3
8.8
8.9
7.1
8.6
8.5
7.1
6.4
6.9
6.7
6.3
7 .2
Stati
Ib
Bottom
7.1
8.6
7.4
8.9
7.5
6.9
7.2
7.8
8.2
7.0
7.1
6.9
6.8
6.5
6.9
6.7
6.6
7.1
ons
2
Outlet
6.9
8.6
7.2
8.7
7.1
7.1
7.2
7.3
7.3
6.9
7.2
7.3
6.4
6.6
6.9
6.7
6.7
7.3
3
Inlet
7.0
7.2
7.1
7.2
7.1
7.1
8.6
7.2
7.2
7.0
7.1
7.3
6.6
6.4
7.0
7.2
6.3
7.3
BuHough 's Pond 1986
Alkalinity (mg/1)
1987
45 --
35 --
25 --
LEGEND
Q Surface
* Bottom
15 --
H Outlet
5--
9-05 4-14 4-flfl 0-U B-07 6-10 6-B4 7-fl 7-82 B-12 B-flB 9-0 10-82 It-IB 10-18 1-81 M4 B-1B
Date
Inlet
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Table Bullough's Pond 1986-1987
Alkalinity (n»9/l )
Date
3-25
4-14
4-28
5-12
5-27
6-10
6-24
7-08
7-22
8-12
3-26
9-09
10-22
11-19
'12-18
1-21
2-24
3-19
Stations
la
Surface
39
41
36
37
40
28
34
30
37
25
24
30
28
27
39
31
40
26.9
Ib
Bottom
29
40
37
40
41
29
43
31
36
28
25
31
33
27
39
34
37
35.7
2
Outlet
38
41
37
39
43
35
37
30
37
29
25
31
44
29
40
32
38
35.9
3
Inlet
38
37
39
43
44
38
35
45
47
45
44
30
30
17
43
45
39
36.8
I J
Bui lough 's Pond 1986-1987
Suspended Solids (mg/1)
LEGEND
Surface
Bottom
Outlet
Inlet4-14 4-BB a-ia e-a? B-IO B~M 7-a 7-aa s-ie B-OB B-Q to-aa ti-u ta-w i-ai a-w 9-49
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Table Bullouah's Pond 1986-1987
Suspended Solids
_ Stations__ __ _
fa" Ib 2 ~3~"
Date Surface Bottom Outlet Inlet
3-25
4-14
4-28
5-12
5-27
6-10
6-24
7-08 -
7-22
8-12
8-26
9-09
10-22
11-19
12-13
1-21
2-24
3-19
4.0
<0.4
4.4
10
10
2.8
15
6.8
4.0
9.6
14
11
10
5.2
2.8
7.2
16
2.4
4.0 -
7.6
16
19
12
19
11
14
4.4
10
16 '
23
9.3
6.8
4.8
10.4
11
6
9.6
3.6
9.3
17
12
e; ->
»J . ft
15
12
4.0
13
12
13
0.7
7.6
0.4
6
24
6.4
8.8
0.4
6
6.3
6.4
0.4
11
0.3
3.6
5.2
2.4
0.5
4.6
18
4.4
3.2
21
6.8
450 --
400 --
350 --
300 --
250 --
200 --
150 --
100;-
50 --
0
Bu1 lough 's Pond 1986-1987
Dissolved Solids (mg/1)
K8B 4-U 4-e» 6-18 W7 9-10 6-B4 7-« 7-22 6-13 6-C6 0-0 11-10 18-1B 1-fll ft-B4 9-lB
Date
LEGEND
Surface
Bottom
Outlet
Inlet
Table Bulloush's Pond 1986-1987
Dissolved Solids (mg/l)
Stations
la ~~lb 2~~ "" ~3~~"
Date Surface Bottom Outlet Inlet
3-25
4-14
4-28
5-12
5-27
6-10
6-24
7-08
7-22
8-12
8-26
9-09
10-22
11-19
12-18
1-21
2--24
3-19
17G
148
177
186
157
132
157
155
152
84
104
103
95
131
250
243
100
108
228
. 179
179
193
80
116
223
128
151
97
97
109
92
141
255
456
101
117
169
179
203
176
145
100
192
119
137
104
109
109
135
133
265
487
90
153
. 156
145
196
204
165
. 133
172
195
172
177
157
156
83
265
259
283
84
14L
200 --
160 --
120 --
BO --
40 --
0
Bu1lough 's Pond 1986
Chloride (mg/L)
1987
LEGEND
o Surface
* Bottom
Outlet
MB 4-14 4-00 B-lfl 0-07 6-10 6-B4 7-fl 7-82 B~i8 B-OB 0-0 10-08 tl-10 10-10 1-81 B-B4 8-10 Inlet
Date
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Table Bullough's Pond 1986-1987
Chloride (ms/l)
Stations
F . a : ~ ~ l b 2 3~~"
Date " Surface Bottom Outlet Inlet
3-25
4-14
4-28
^ -1 *?o j> -^
5-27
fi-10
6-24
7-08
7—22
8-12
8-26
9-09
10-22
11-19
12-18
1-21
2— 24
3-19
58
66
56
58
47
32
43
34
38
26
30
35
29
36
86
73
98
45
100
61
52
58
48
32
54
35
42
29
29
34
31
36
85
211
100
53
61
60
51
56
50
38
47
32
40
29
29
34
46
35
95
229
120
51
61
57
60
59
51
43
44
57
51
52
42
47
29
121
60
107
93
52
BuHough 's Pond 1986-1987
Specific Conductance (u mhos/cm)
so --
4-14 4-tB B-12 B-B7 8-10 6-B4 7-6 7-28 8-18 tt-BB 9~i 10-ffl H-IB 18-18 1-21 8-ft4 9-18
Date
LEGEND
Surface
Bottom
Outlet
Inlet
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Table Bulloush's Pond 1986-1987
Specific Conductance (umhos/cm)
Stations
la Ib 2 3~~'
Date Surface Bottom Outlet Inlet
3-25
4-14
4-28
5-12
5-27
6-10
6-24
7-08
7 —oo
8-12
8-2&
9-09
10-22
11-19
12-18
1-21
2-24
3-19
291
290
263
297
252
190
229
186
210
147
159
186
161
186
363
324
444
230
390
290
265
296
252
198
290
190
214
162
159
191
161
186
371
717
445
282
296
288
265
299
254
233
254
177
218
164
159
187
246
186
393
764
471
283
309
266
292
322
287
1=: a
•^•j a
230
304
284
284
241
267
160
413
307
428
377
289
Bui lough 's Pond 1986-1987
Kjeldahl Nitrogen (mg/1)
1.6-
1.2-
O . B - -
0.4 - -
LEGEND
0.0
t-BB 4-14 4-M 5-tt «h*7 B-10 6-24 7-6 7-22 8-12 B-fiB 9-B 1O-02 11-19 lfi-18 1-81 B-O4 S-1B
Date
Q Surface
* Bottom
Outlet
Inlet
Table Bullough's Pond 1986-1987
Kjeldahl-Nitrogen < 11x3/1)
Date
3-25
4-14
4-28
5-12
5-27
6-10
6-24
7-08
7-22
8-12
8-26
9-09
10-22
12-18
1-21
2-24
3-19
No results from 11/19 sampling due to lab error.
Stations
la
Surface
0.67
0.66
0.44
1.16
1.49
0.65
0.82
0.60
0.52
1.87
0.44
0.56
0.38
0.78
0.67
0.76
0.52
lb
Bottom
0.58
0.84
0.48
1.1
0.83
0.73
0.66
1.1
0.53
1.92
0.54
0.416
0.35
0.68
0.67
1.0
0.45
2
Outlet
0.66
0.65
0.56
0.66
1.0
0.64
0.72
1.1
0.74
1.84
0.45
0.37
0.43
0.60
0.61
0.99
0.24
3
Inlet
0.66
0.54
0.42
0.51
0.78
0.58
0.80
0.66
0.43
1.64
0.65
0.62
1.2
0.85
0.77
0.14
0.35
Bui lough 's Pond 1986-1987
Organic Nitrogen (mg/1)
1.6--
1.2-
O.B-J-
0.4 - -
o.o
LEGEND
fr-CB 4-14 4H» 8-10 9-07 6-10 6-04 7-0 7-28 B-18 6-&B 9-0 10-00 11-19 18-10 1-01 2-fi4 9-10
Date
o Surface
x Bottom
Outlet
Inlet
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Table Bullough's Pond 1986-1987
Organic Nitrogen (mg/1)
Stations
la
Surface
0.
0.
0.
1.
1.
0.
0.
0.
0.
1.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
55
65
34
15
48
52
31
59
51
86
43
55
37
62
57
06
42
1b 9
Bottom Outlet
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
.26
.33
.38
.09
.82 -
.57
.49
.10
.52
.86
.53
.41
.34
.50
.42
0.3
.35
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
.52
.64
.44
.64
0.8
.46
.60
1.0
.69
.65
.44
.36
.08
.38
.33
.19
.14
3
Inl
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
et
.39
.47
.31
.46
.61
.SI
.79
.48
.34
.40
0.4
. 56
.20
.67
.50
.06
.22
Date
3-25
4-14
4-28
5-12
5-27
6-10
6-24
7-08
7~ 22
8-12
8-26
9-09
10-22
12-18
1-21
2-24
3-19
rto results from 11/19 sampling due to lab error.
Note: Organic Nitrogen = Kjeldahl Nitrogen - Ammonia
Bui lough 's Pond 1986
Nitrate (mg/1)
1987
2.0.--
1.6 --
1.2--
0.8 --
0.4---
0.0
LEGEND
o Surface
Bottom
Outlet
I-flfl 4-14 4-8S 9-18 DHE7 B-10 (H84 7-8 7-ffi 8-18 0-tt 9-B 10-BR ||i-lfl IB-IB 1-fil ft-B4 9-iB Inlet
Date
Table B u l l o u g h ' s Pond 1986-1987
N i t r a t e ( r « 9 / l )
Hate
3-25
4-14
4-28
5-12
5-27
6-10
6-24
7-03
7 — 2 2
8-12
8-26
9-09
10-22
11-19
12-13
1-21
2-24
3-19
Stations __ _ _ -r^M -TA/ ,
la
Sur face
0.64
0:.32
0.43
0.053
<0.0125
0.58
0.16
0.069
0.021
0.054
0.017
0.059
0.04
0.31
1.11
1.5
0.97
Ib
Bottom
0.39
0 . 22
0.23
0.023
<0.0125
0.85
0.69
0.10
<0.01
0.060
0.021
0.038
<0.02
0.34
1.9
1.31
1.4
1.44
2
Out le t
0.46
0.32
0.17
0.052
<0.012
0.52
0.48
0.045
0.037
0.085
0.027
0.30
0.36
0.34
2.0
1 .22
1.3
1.39
3
In le t
1.2
0.39
0.58
0.57
0.16
0.77
0.12
0,43
0.69
0.50
0.55
0.33
0.04
0.64
1.6
1.42
1.7
1.63
inlet
 /rtfs.f
,&<*. '•<?
.s t^ -?3
,ya_ / .CO
,3V /.Q&
-7& .9 V1 1 & • / <
. 5$ /'S-S"
,?o ,92-
, fc& /.<* J
,V3 /'/^
/,t¥ «?-/V
,&S /'2.O
,6,2- -?5"
/. 2. /* ?~
—
.2* *V
.77 z.n
',W ''^
Bui lough 's Pond 1986
Ammonia (mg/1)
1987
0.8 --
0.6 --
0 . 4 - -
0 . 2 - -
0.0
LEGEND
o Surface
Bottom
Outlet
B-2D 4-14 4-M B-U M7 5-10 B-M 7-6 7-82 B-IB B-GB B-fl 10-C2 11-18 it-IB l-Cl ft-tt4 9-10 Inlet
Date
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Table Bullough's Pond 1986-1987
Ammonia (m 9/1>
Date
3-25
4-14
4-28
5-12 '
5-27
6-10
3-24
7-08
7-22
8-12
8-26
9-09
10-22
12-18
i — oi* u U»
2-24
3-19
Ho results from 11/19 samolinq due to lab error
la
Surface
0.12
<0.010
0.082
<0.01
<0.01
0.13
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
0.16
<0.1
0.7
<0.1
Stati
Ib
Bottom
0.32
<O.Q10
0.096
<0.01
<0.0'1
0..16
0.17
<0.01
< 0.01
0.062
<0.01
<0.01
< 0 . 0 1
0.13
0.25
0.7
<0.1
ons
9
Outlet
0.14
<0.010
0.12
0.015
0.21
0.18
0. 12
0.10
0.051
0.19
<0.01
<0.01
0.35
0.22
0.23
0.3
<0.1
3
Inlet
0.27
0.068
0.11
0.054
0.17
0.066
<0.01
0.18
0.086
0.24
0.2
0.06
<0.01
0. 18
0.27
0-9
0.13
Bui lough 's Pond 1986-1987
Total Phosphate (mg/1)
0.20 --
0.16 --
0.12 --
o.oa --
0.04 --
o.oo
LEGEND
3-ffl 4-14 4-CB 0-1£ 0-67 6-10 8-B4 7-6 7-8Z 0-12 S-U ft-9 10-G2 11-18 ift-lB 1-21 2-O4 S-lfl
Date
Q Surface
Bottom
H Outlet
Inlet
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Table Bullough's Pond 1986-1987
Total Phosphate
Date
3-25
4-14
4-28
5-12
5-27
6-24
7-08
7 — 22
8-1.2
8-26
9-09
10-22
11-19
12-18
1-21
2-24
3-19
Stations
la
Surface
0.01
0.07
0.066
0.095
0.21
0.060
0.080
0.082
0.075
0.087
0.096
0.122
0.11
0.10
0.07
0.12
0.13
0.08
Ib
Bottom
0.04
o;os
0.075
0.11
0.096
0.090
0.070
0.12
0.087
0.12
0.099
0.107
0.14
0.13
0.05
0.11
0.12
0.09
2
Outlet
0.06
0.06
0.079
0.069
0.15
0.060
0.076
0.10
0.075
0.115
0.11
0.104
0.08
0.09
0.05
0.074
0.13
0.07
3
Inlet
0.08
0.07
0.045
0.046
0.099
0.055
0.076
0.10
0.064
0.124
0.079
0.054
0.10
0.15
0.06
0.12
0.19
0.10
I
I
Bullough's Pond 1986-1987
Total Dissolved Phosphate (mg/l)
Stations
la ** Ib 2 3"
Date Surface Bottom Outlet Inlet
3-25 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.06
10-22 6.11 0.14 6.08 0.10
1-21 . 0.039 0.047 0.053 0.063
2-24 0.12 0.11 0.09 0.14
BuHough 's Pond 1986-1987
Total Coliform (colonies/lOOml)
10000 -r T N T C
>80.000
8000 --
6000 --
4000 --
2000 --
0
LEGEND
MB 4-14 4-aa 0-12 B-*7 6-10 6-04 7-6 7-22 6-12 tt-88 B-0 10-82 It-IB 12-18 1-fil t-E4 8-1B
Date
G Surface
Outlet
Inlet
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Table Bullough's Pond 1986-1987
Total Coliform Bacteria <colonies/100ml>
Stations
fa" Ib
Date Surface Bottom 0
3-25
4-14
4-28
5-12
5-27
6-10
6-24
7-08
7-22
8-12
8-26
9-09
10-22
11-19
12-18
1-21
2-24
3-19
350
25
65
35
800
0
40
TNTC
50
500
400
0
3000
800
4800
>8000
1300
2
utlet
1800
100
130
80
1000
120
20
INTC
<10
200
1100
200
700
41OO
400
8000
>BOOO
3600
3
Inlet
350
100
350
80
600
200
30
TNTC
500
400
700
500
300
C.G.
C.G.<100
8000
>80000
6200
TNTC= too numerous to count
C.G.- confluent qrowth
Bui lough 's Pond 1986-1987
Fecal Coliform Bacteria (colonies/iOOml)
10000 -r
aooo --
6000 --
4000 --
2000 --
0
TNTC
LEGEND
S-flB 4-14 4-fiB B-12 8-*7 B-10 B-24 7-8 7-22 B-12 B-fifl 9-8 10-82 11-lB IK-IB 1-81 B-&4 3-U
Date
o Surface
* Outlet
Inlet
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Table B u l l o u g h ' s Pond 1986-1987
Fecal C o l i f o r m Bacter ia ( c o l o n i e s / l O O m l )
Stations
~~Ia~ ib
Date Surface Bottom 0
3-25
4-14
4-28
5-12
5-27
6-10
6-24
7-08
7 — 22
8-12
8-26
g-09
10-22
11-19
12-18
1-21
2-24
3-19
75
0
12
35
0
0
0
3
0
<100
4
0
0
0
800
1000
4700
82
2
utlet
40
58
3
70
•115
120
0
TN1C
0
100
0
0
300
2900
800
6000
6000
300
3
Inlet
26
0
40
0
0
200
0
75
110
100
0
2200
200
2100
C.G.<100
6000
4600
800
TNTC= too numerous to count
C.G.= confluent qrowth
c
e
1
1
s
m
1
BULLOUGH'S POND
Phytoplankton Summary 1986-1987
14000 --
10000 --
6000 --
2000 --
I
WN1
I
1
I
II
I"
Ifief -
4-M 4-CB B-ia 8-E7 6-10 fr-B4 7-a 7-22 B-U B-BB B-g ICHffl Xt-lfl IB-IB 1-fil B-ft4 »-tfl
DATES
Genera
Chlorophyceae
Euglanophyceae
ChryBophyceae
Beclllario-
phyceaa
Dlnophyceaa
Cyanophycaae
Bui lough 's Pond 1986-1987
Number of Phytoplankton Genera
18--
14 —
10--
6--
p
a-«5 4-14 4-ea 5-ia o-e? e-io 7-a 7-n a-n e-B 10-22 ia-it a-04 a-ia
Dates
BuHough 's Pond 1986-1987
Secchi Disk Transparency
m
e
t
e
r
s
1.4
1.2--
1.0--
0.8--
0.6--
0 .4 - -
0.2
0.0
3-20 4-14 4-28 6-12 5-27 6-10 6-24 7-8 7-22 8-12 6-26 9-9 10-22 11-19
Dates
Bui lough 's Pond 1986-1987
Chlorophyll-a Concentrations
m
g
m
3
100
90
BO
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
4-u 4-ea o-ia s-a? 6-10 B-M ?-« 7-02 t-ia fr-« B-O lo-ea n-ia ia-« i-«i a-M s-ia
Dates
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Table . Bullough's Pond, Phytoplankton and Transparency
Date Total */ml * of Genera Chlorophyll-a<m9/m3) Secchi disk(m)
03/25 9880
04/14 12840
04/28 1740
05/12 12200
05/27 4200
06/10 1780
06/24 2405
07/08 3980
07/22 1505
08/12 1640
08/26 12600
09/09 4310
10/22 2280
11/19 560
12/18 1476
01/21 16280
02/24 413
03/19 2533
A ice cover
14
13
24
18
21
26
23
24
24
17
12
8
14
9
17
5
12
12
5.5
26
21
5.8
70
12
42
27
7.8
63
71
65
31
17
26
103
5.86
27
1.4
1
1.4
0.7
0.4
1.1
1.2
0.9
1.05
0.6
0.2
0.5
1
0.6
A
A
Table Bullough's Pond, Phytoplankton Analyses (cells/ml) 1986-1987
Date
03/25
04/14
04/28
05/12
05/27
06/10
06/24
07/08
07/22
08/12
08/26
09/09
10/22
11/19
12/18
01/21
02/24
03/19
Chlorophyceae Euglenophyceae Chrysophyceae Bacillartophyceae Dinophyceae Cyanophyceae Total
680
2480
980
5520
2720
1360
983
2640
880
1080
500
280
1400
160
1037
>16120
280
2533
160
240
160
40
0
120
172
0
27
0
0
0
0
0
93
0
13
0
120
200
80
760
80
160
173
100
53
20
0
13
640
80
67
0
53
80
8920
9920
500
5880
1080
MO
1077
1080
385
460
40
27
160
320
239
0
67
160
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
. 0
0
0
0
0
0
160
0
80
0
0
0
0
320
0
0
160
160
80
12060
3990
80
0
40
0
0
40
9880
12840
1740
12200
4200
1780
2405
3980
1505
1640
12600
4310
2280
560
1476
>16280
413
2893
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Bullough's Pond, Phytoplankton analyses (cells/ml)
Station 1A
—3/25/86—
Station 1A
—4/14/86—
CHLOROPHYCEAE
(green algae)
Actinastrum
Ankistrodesmus
Carteria
Centritractus
Chlamydomonas
Chlorella
Closteriopsis
Cosmarium
Crucigenia
Elkatothrix
Franceia
Gleocystis
Golenkinia
Micratinium
Microspora
Heugoutia
Oedogonium
Qocystis
Scenedesmus
Tetraedron
Tribonema
SUBTOTAL
EUGLENOPHYCEAE
(euglenoids)
Euglena
Heteronema
Phacus
SUBTOTAL
120
440 1600
80
440
160
80
40
680
120
40
160
160
40
2480
240
240
CHRYSOPHYCEAE
(golden-brown algae)
Chrysococcus
Pinobryon 40
Hallomonas 40
Synura 40
SUBTOTAL 120
40
160
200
Station 1A
—4/28/86—
100
40
100
60
180
60
20
80
40
80
20
40
100
20
40
980
100
80
180
40
40
SO
Station 1A
—5/12/86-
400
640
600
1000
1800
440
80
80
400
80
5520
40
40
600
80
80
760
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
—3/25/86—
BACILLARIOPHYCEAE
(diatoms)
Anomoneis
Asterionella
Cyclotella 40
Frustulia 400
Navicula 8000
Surirella 40
Synedra 440
Tabellaria
SUBTOTAL 8920
TOTAL (CELLS/ML) 9880
TOTAL GENERA 14
—4/14/86— —4/28/86— —5/12/86
20 40
40 20
— — —20 40
560 200 600
9280 240 5200
40
9920 500 5880
12,840 1740 12,200
15 24 18
Station 1A Station 1A Station 1A Station 1A
—5/27/88— —6/10/88— —6/24/88— —7/08/88--
CHLOROPHYCEAE
(green algae)
Actlnastrum — 20
Ankistrodesmus 120 80 93 . 460
Arthrodesmus — 20
Carteria 40
Chlorella TNR 300 27 200
Chlorococcum — — 66
Chroomonas — 80
Clos terium 440 — 40 80
Closteriopsis — — — 80
Cosmarlum 120 60 13
Coelastrum -- 20 53
Cryptomonas — 100 53
Elakatothrix 120 — ~ 20
Eudorina — ~ — . 180
Gloeocystis 640 60 « 80
Golenkinia 80 40 — 120
Kirchneriella 40 100
Micractinium 280 ~ 66 80
Qedogonium — — 93
Pediastrum 80 — 80 40
Scenedesmus 640 220 253 900
Schroederia — 80 66 120
Selenastrum — 20
Spermatroopsis — 80
Sphaerocystis — 60 40 40
Staurastrum 40 — 13
Tetraedon — 20 27 160
Tribonema 80 — ~ 20
Volvox — — — 60
SUBTOTAL 2720 1360 983 2640
EUGLENOPHTCEAE
(euglenoids)
Euglena -- 40 13
Phacus -- 20 13
Trachelomonas — 60 146
SUBTOTAL 0 120 172 . 0
TNR: Too Numerous to Report
1
1
1
1
•
1
1
•i
1
1
1
1m
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
—5/27/88—
CHRYSOPHYCEAE
(golden-brovn algae)
Centritractus
Chrysococcus
Dinobryon
Mallomonas
Synura
SUBTOTAL
BACILLARIOPHYCEAE
(diatoms)
Amphora
Anomoneis
Asterionella
At they a
Navicuia
Synedra
SUBTOTAL
CYANOPHYCEAE
(blue-green algae)
Agmersellum
Anacystis
Merismodpedia
Oscillatoria
SUBTOTAL
TOTAL (CELLS/ML)
TOTAL GENERA
—
80
—80
160
—40
240
640
1080
80
240
—
—320
>4200
21
-
—6/10/88—
40
80
20
20
160
—
—
 .
60
80
140
—
—0
1780
26
—6/24/88—
146
27
_ —
173
13
_._
__
998
66
1077
_ _
_ _
0
2405
23
—7/08/88
60
40__
100
—
40
20
960
60
1080
20
140
160
3980
24
Station 1A Station 1A Station 1A Station 1A
—7/22/86— —8/12/86— —8/26/86-- —9/9/86—
CHLOROPHYCEAE
(green algae)
Ankistrodesmus 93 80 60
Arthrodesmus 13
Chlamydomonas 53
C h l o r e l l a 6 7 • —
Closterium 53
Closteriopsis -- 320 160 173
Coelastrum 40 20
Cryptomonas 213 — — 40
Elakatothrix 13
Gloeocystis 27 20 20
Micratinium ~ 180
Hicrospora
Qedogonium 40 60 20 27
Qocystis
Pediastrum 27 20 20 13
Scenedesmus 93 200 — .27
Schroederia — — 20
Selenastrum 67
Sphaerocystis 27 80 120
Staurastrum 27 20 20
Tetraedron 27 80 60
SUBTOTAL 880 1080 500 280
EUGLENOPHYCEAE
(euglenoids)
Euglena 27
SUBTOTAL 2 7 0 0 0
CHRYSOPHYCEAE
(golden-brovn algae)
Chromulina 53
Synura — — — 13
Uroglenopsis — 20
SUBTOTAL 53 20 0 13
BACILLARIOPHYCEAE
(diatoms)
Anomoneis 13
Attheya — 80
Diatomella 13
Fragilaria 13
Navicula 266 180 -- 27
Synedra 80 200 40
SUBTOTAL 385 460 40 27
1
1
—7/22/86—
CYANOPHYCEAE
• (blue-green algae)
• Anabaena
Aphanizomenon
I O s c i l l a t o r i a 1 6 0
SUBTOTAL 160
m TOTAL (CELLS/ML) 1505
• TOTAL GENERA 24
i
l
i
l
I
l
l
l
i
l
l
l
l
—a/12/86— —8/26/86— —9/9/86
20 60
60 12,000 3990
80 12,060 3990
1640 12,600 4310
17 12 8
Station 1A Station 1A Station 1A
—10/22/86— —11/19/86— —12/18/86-
CHLOROPHYCEAE
(green algae)
Ankistrodesmus 40 — 13
Cartecia 120
Chlamydomonas 80 — 239
Closteriopsis 280
Crucigenia — — 27
Cryptomonas 800 120 213
Gloeocystis — — 173
Micratinium 40
Oocystis — — 13
Pandorina — — 146
Scenedesmus 40 20
Sphaecocystis — 20 40
Unidentified — — 173
SUBTOTAL 1400 160 1037
EUGLENOPHYCEAE
(euglenoids)
Euglena — ~ 93
SUBTOTAL 0 0 93
CHRYSOPHYCEAE
(golden-brown algae)
Centritractus — 40
Dlnobryon 120
Mallomonas 160 40 67
Ochromonas 40
Synura 320
SUBTOTAL 640 80 67
BACILLARIOPHYCEAE
(diatoms)
Asterionella — 100
Cocconeis — — 13
Cyclotella -- 20 53
Navicula 40 100 80
Synedra 120 100 80
Unidentified -- -- 13
SUBTOTAL 160 320 239
CYANOPHYCEAE
(blue-green algae)
Aphanocapsa 80
Hicrocystis — — 40
SUBTOTAL 80 0 40
TOTAL (CELLS/ML) 2280 560 1476
TOTAL GENERA 14 9 17
Station 1A Station 1A
—2/24/87— —3/19/87-
CHLOROPHYCEAE
(green algae)
Arthrodesmus 40
Carteria 67
Chlamydomonas 67 1280
Chlamydomonas
(Palmella Stage) — 320
Cryptomonas 13 520
Gloeocystis 33
Granulochloris — 13
Oocystis — 40
Panderia 40
Schroederia — 120
Unidentified — 240
SUBTOTAL 260 2533
EUGLENOPHYCEAE
(euglenoids)
Euglena 13
SUBTOTAL 13 0
CHRYSOPHYCEAE
(golden-brown algae)
Dinobryon 13 80
Mallomonas 27
Uniden. brn.coccoid 13
SUBTOTAL 53 80
BACILLARIOPHYCEAE
(diatoms)
Navicula 27 120
Synedra 40 40
SUBTOTAL 67 160
DINOPHYCEAE
Gymnodinium — 80
SUBTOTAL 0 80
CYANOPHYCEAE
(blue-green algae)
Herismopedia — 40
SUBTOTAL 0 40
TOTAL (CELLS/ML) 393 2893
TOTAL GENERA 12 12
Bullough-'s Po.^ d 1986-1987
f l ow (cfs)
2.8 - -
LEGEND
0.8 -
0 .4 - -
0.0 -L
3-85 4-14 4-29 5-12 5-27 6-10 b-M /-B 7-22 H-ia fl-26 9-9 10-22 11-19 IH-IH 1-21 2-24 3-19
Date
O u t l e t
* Inlet
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Table Bullough's Pond 1986-1987
Flow (cfs)
Station
2 3
Date • Outlet Inlet
3-25
4-14
4-28
5-12
5-27
6-10
6-24
7-03
7-22
3-12
e-26
9-09
10-22
il-19
12-13
l~2i
2-24
3-19
o
0
1
0
0
3
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
9
i
9
.04
.55
.06
.51
.47
.02
.02
.37
.52
.52
.18
.S3
. 63
.31
.SO
.60
.28
. 24
o
0
0
0
0
•y
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
*">
1
1^
• 1
.28
-47
.85
.43
. 19
.63
.45
.15
.03
.69
.37
.31
.30
.19
.06
.15
.39
.94
SMI1WIU1
1
1
1
1
1
•
1
1
1
1 -
1
m
1
-
1
-
I
1
1
CONAMMSPECT10N
TO: CAMP, DRESSER & NC KEE
ONE CENTER PLAZA
BOSTON, HA 02108
ATTN; BRYON CLEHENCE
SAMPLE ID: 4 HATER
AeionU tig/1)
Nitrate (ig/l)
Total Phosphate do/1)
Total Suspended Solids
Total Dissolved Solids
Total Kjeldahl -Nitrogen
Chloride (ig/1)
Total Col if or • Bacteria
Fecal Colifori Bacteria
TOTAL flETALS dg/H:
Chroiiui
Manganese
Iron
Copper
Zinc
CadBiun
Lent
. mspecuon • tvaiuauon > Analysis
Testing Laboratories Research. Development
Branch Laboratoriaa:
East Natick Industrial Paifc Springfield, Mass. 01 109 Auburn, Mass. 01501
e^nOrtR^^ (413)734-6548 (617)832-5500
(BIT) 235-7330, 6526960 COttUffMWCTIO*
 r-^V-TrM-
Tttox WMSft QREENELAB MT1K California, Texas, Illinois, Pennsylvania. Minnesota, Ohio
-•;-
DATE: 5/7/87 . MATERIAL: WATER -- :
JOB NO. 74628-1 BOOK NO. 285-30 K6
LAB NO. 6127 • SPECIFICATIONS:
KAYE.V12, P.I
ORDER NO. BULLQUSH5 POND
DATE REC'D: 4/28/87
!i 12 « INLEJ
0.66 0.74 0.68 0.48
-" "
0.45 1.98 0.31 0.86
0.22 0.38 0.34 0.24
(ig/U 81 141 134 14.4
(•o/l ) 163 193 1« 201
(•g/I) • 2.7 9.3 2.5 1.90
33 38 29 60
(colonies/lOOtl) CBNC CGNC C6NC C6
(colonies/lOOi!) 100 2500 C6HC CGVC
<0.02 <0.02 <0.02 <0.02
0.09 0.10 0.10 0.08
1.9 2.85 3.90 0.60
0.05 0.05 0.07 <0.02
0.34 0.36 OMB 0.07
<0.02 <0.02 <0.02 <0.02
«.l <M <M «.l
NOTE: C6= CONFLUENT GROWTH CBWC= CONFLUENT GROUTH WITH COLIFORH
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I HAVE HEREUNTO SET NY HAND THIS
7THDAYOFHAY 1987 $• ' -•
ARNOLD 6REENE TESTING LABORATORIES
DIVISION OF COHAH INSPECTION
Ani f\ I/L
r*~n \ A "^™\ \ jf^A/
UNLESS STVULATED M WRITING g3m, JJH <AMB\5i!yiU.«ii KHMSD RM 30 DAYS AND THM OOKMtD OP. -.;,. ~
THIS REPORT IS RENDERED UPON THE CQNOmOW^^ ? ^ "l^ T? KV0*OTUto WHOUY OR W PART FOR ADVfRTBINO ANft/M OTHEfl
1 «•ypg^ OVER OUR SKWATURC OR IN CONNECTION WITH OUR NAMI WITHOUT OUR SPfOAL pmuHSSION W BfflfllNfl.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
MIIIUIU
, Inspection • Evaluation • Analysis
Testing Laboratories Research . Development
Branch Laboratories:
Eact N*tk* bYkictrt*! Pmtk Springfield, Mass. 01 109 Auburn, Mass. 01501(617)832-5500
(BIT) 235-7330, 653£960
Tefe M84S9 GREENELAB MHK ( Onjo
TO: CAHP, DRESSER t NC KEE DATE: 6/5 /87 MATERIAL: WATER ;;'•-
ONE CEflTER PLAZA JOB NO. 95854-1 BOOK NO. 295-14-JK
BOSTON HA 021084 LAB NO. 6298 SPECIFICATIONS:
ATTN: mm CLEffENCE ORDER NO. BULLOUSH'S
SAMPLE ID: 16 HATER SAMPLES DATE REC'D: 5/28/87
•STORM SAMPLINS1
II In 12 In 13 In 14 In 15 In 16 In 17 In
Auonia ftg/1) 0.38 0.10 0.16 0.40 0.50 0.47 0.48
Nitrate (•?/]) 0.06 0.77 1.2 0.05 0.05 0.13 0.15
Total Dissolved Solids dg/1) 140 173 197 151 123 122 130
Total Suspended Solids tig/1) 153 1?0 117 163 205 173 132
Phosphates, Total dg/1) 1.C5 0.17 0.16 0.34 0.40 0.3? 0.40
Total Kjeldahi-Nitrogen (ig/1) 2.17 1.28 1.07 1.66 2.25 2.64 3.1
Fecal CoJHort Bacteria * ' 31,000 15,000 29.000 58,000 0 4,000 490
(colonies/100 ill
Total Col i fDM Bacteria 21.000 37,000 63,000 42,000 3tOOO 23.000 26.000
(colonies/100 •!)
Chloride do/]) . 15.1 45.5 50.? 38.4 26.B 25.1 25.9
II Dr 12 Dr 13 Or 14 Dr 15 Or 16 Or ft? Or
Auonia (ig/1) 0.40 0.48 0.5? 0.50 0.48 0.40 0.38
Nitrate («/]) 0.0? 0.05 0.11 0.09 0.07 0.0? 0.15
Total Dissolved Solids Itg/N 152 -833 196 114 853 110 104
Total Suspended Solids (ig/1) 332 86 185 34 20 23 12
Phosphates, Total (w/1) 1.74 1.51 1.71 1.71 t.5? 1.46 1.51
• UNLESS STIPULATED W WHTTNG BY YOU, ALL SAMPLES WALL H WTAMEO FOR JO DAVS AND THtN MPOSEO Of.
FT « ftENKHCD UKW TKI COHOmON THAT IT IS HOT TO « REPMOUCB) WHOLLY OR M PAKT FQK AOVWTBINQ ANOf
PUWOSES OVEfl OUfl StGNATUHE CM M COMNKTIOM WITH OUft NAME WITHOUT OUR SPEOAL PEMM8IOM IN WHTTINa.
Inspection • Evaluation . Analysis1
1
1
1
1
1
1
--1
1
1
- _
1
1
11
1
1
1
1
1
1
<!>W resting Laboratories
^ ^^
^gft^ East Natfcfc Industrial Pa*
U^^ r^ * Huron Driw • Natfck, MA 01760
^ •^s^ (BIT) 235-7330, 6SW950
COMAMMSPCCT1DN Tatex 948459 QREENELAB NT1K
TO: CAHP. DRESSER I NC KEE
ONE CENTER PLAZA
ATTN: BRYON CLErtENCE
BOSTON, rtA 02108
ATTN:
. SAMPLE ID; 18 HATERS
Total Kjeldahi Nitrogen (tc/1)
Aiionia (ag/1)
Chloride (sg/1)
Total Phosphate (to/1)
Nitrate («/l)
Total Dissolved Solids dg/l)
Total Suspended Solids (ig/1)
Total Col i fora (colonies 100/il)
Fecal Col if ore (colonies 100/iD
Total K.ieldahl Nitrogen dg/1)
Auonia (no/1)
Chloride leg/1)
Total Phosphate (ig/U
Nitrate (ig/I)
Total Dissolved Solids do/I)
Total Suspended Solids (ig/11
Total Col if or • (colonies 100/il)
Fecal Colifon (colonies 100/il)
Research • Development
Branch Laboratories:
Springfield, Mass. 01109 Auburn, Mass. 01501
(413) 734-6548 <617) 832-5500
California. Texas. Illinois. Pennsylvania, Onto
DATE: 7/13/B7
JOB NO. 96932-1
LAB NO. 6434
HATERIAU WATER
BOOK NO. 295 P41 JK
SPECIFICATIONS: NONE" •
<
JULYH.H04 P2
ORDER NO. NONE
DATE REC'O: 6-23-07
1 Inlet
1.91
0.33
51.7
0.2B9
0,35
192
24
f
•
7 Inlet
2.6
0.37
24.7
0.417
1.00
108
112
*
>60.000
2 Inlet
1.96
1.10
36.3
0.417
0.50
160
78
«
f
B Inlet
1.10
0.42
19.7
0.431
0.97
104
106
>60.000
3 Inlet 4 Inlet 5 Inlet
l.BB 1.70 1.11
«., «.i <o.r
38.8 42.6 37.6
0.37B 0.270 0.317
0.85 0.69 0.49
148 149 - 146
42 54 56
* » *
i « *
9 Inlet 1 Drain 2 Drain
2.17 23.1 5.51
0.10 11.5 2.68
1B.8 53.4 11.3
0.401 2.68 ' 0.78
1.05 2.50 1.08
90 570 200
74 220 73
* * *
f * §
6 Inlet
2.0
0.13
35.5
0.353
1.03
140
104
*
)60.000
3 Drain
3.39
1.45
10.9
0.78
1.57
202
58
*
>60,000
S ' *CQNFLUEKT 6RWTH ' -. .
UNLESS STIPUtATEO IN WMTING BY YOU, AU SAMPLES WIU M METAMCD POT JO DAYS AND THEN DISPOSED OP.
PURPOSES OVER OUR SIGNATURE OR m CONNECTION WITH OUR NAME WITHOUT OUR SPECIAL PERMISSION M WRITING.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
COMAMMSKC7KMV
MHIUIU ureene
Testing Laboratories
East N«tk* Indutttal Park
6 Huron Onto * Natick, MA 01760
(BIT) 235-7330.65M950
Telex M64S9 OREENELAB WTIK
.*unuc4»ut,iive • wtemicai • rouuuon • Metallurgical
Inspection * Evaluation • Analysis
Research • Development
Auburn, Mass. 01501
(617) 832-5500
Branch Laboratories:
Springfield, Mass. 01109
(413) 734-6548
COMAAffOKCDOM 4«wr«^
California, Texas, Illinois. Pennsylvania, Ohio
TO: CAHP, DRESSER & HC KEE
Total Kjeidanl Nitrooen (§o/l)
Aasonia (ic/1)
Cnloride fug/I J
Total Phosphate (to/1)
Nitrate dg/l)
Total Dissolved Solids (ig/l)
Total Suspended Solids (•?/!)
Total ColiTora (coloniss/lOOsl)
Fecal CoJiTorii Icolonies/lOOil)
DflTE: 7/13/87
4 Drain
2.91
0.93
JO.l
0.67
0.69
133
50
*
§
5 Drain
3.53
0.31
a
4,3
0.66
0.63
70
142
*
f
6 Drain
1.76
0.26
5.1
0.77
0.93
86
36
f
>60,000
JOB NO. 96932-1
7 Drain
2.86
0.25
4.7
0.78
0.71
92
16
*
>60rOOO
PA5E 2
8 Drain
3.90
0.29
5.9
0.80
0.80
92
20
*
>60,000
9 Drain
4.09
0.15
9.3
0.607
1.10
96
16 .
f
(60.000
* Confluent Brotttn
SftRPLE l.fl. - 2 Cowosites
Total totals (io/l)
Chroei UB
Manganese
Iron
Copper
Zinc
Cadiiua
Lead
INLET
<0.02
' 0.16
1.25
0.04
0.09
<0.02
<0.10
DRAIN
<0.02
0.07
0.64
0.05
0.20
<0.02
<O.IO
IN WITNESS WHEREOF. I HAVE HEREUNTO SET OT HAND THIS
13TH DAY OF JULY 1987
ARNOLD 6REENE TESTINS LABORATORIES
DIVISION OF COW* INSPECTION
JJ!L=*
Coelho, Manager
UNLESS STIPULATED IN WHfTINO BY YOU. ALL SAMPLES
THIS MEKMT IS HENDEHEO UPON THE CONDITION THAT fT IS NOT TO •
VILL SI RETAINED POM SO DAYS AND THEN OttWMD OP.
HEPffODUCED WHOLLY OR N PART FOR ADVERTISING AND/OR OTHER
PURPOSES OVCR OUR SIGNATURE OR IN CONNECTION WITH OUR NAME WITHOUT OUR SPECIAL PERMISSION IN WWTMO.
1
1
1
1
1
•
1
-
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
I_
1
1
1
i^v Amold GrOOnO Nondestructive • Chemical . Pollution • Metallurgical
•^Tj^ .. . . . Inspection • Evaluation • Analysts
4£»jW Testing LaDOratOneS Research. Development
^W . Branch Laboratories:
^^ aMilk. East Nfltk* Mortal Put Springfield, Mass. 01109 Auburn, Mass. 01501
eHUWMn.NMA MA 01760 (4.3)734-6548 (6,7,832-5500
^^ ^m^^ Br (917) 235-7330, flfiWUSO ft.
UMMOTC7XW Telex 948469 QREENEUB NT1K CaJJfemia, Texas, Illinois, Pennsylvania, Minnesota,
To: IE? INC. Date 6/16/86 Haterial: SEDIMENT
a flAPU STREET
BOX 730 Job No. 812??-! Book No. 234-2 SAC
NORTHBORO, MA 01532 Lab No. 4579 Specifications; None
Sttn: Order No. CDH-4
Saiple 10: 1 Sediaent Saiple ( Bullnugfi's Pond Sate received: 6/10/86
STflTIflJf
1
Total Volatile Solids 20.0Z
Phosphate, Total fig/kg) 2,484
Total KjeldaM-Nitrogen (tg/kgJ 3,351
TOTAL fig/kgi:
Cadaiua 15
ttircaiua 73
C^pcsr 36v
;r=n 34,910
L&id 2,473
^
 —
 C^fli'anC5.1cS3 WJ.T
:inc 1,110
/# #/T«EK tfffiKflF, I HAVE «ffi£i/»TD SET BY HAK0 THIS
167H DflY OF JUNE 1986
ARNOLD GREENE TKTIN6 LABORATORIES
DIVISION OF CQNAfl INSPECTION
»_^^ 4 i^wd=iKrr^ IIL_
/Seofrrey Joelho. Hanager
Ohio
UNLESS STIPULATED IN WHITING BY YOU. ALL SAMPLES WILL BE RETAINED FOR M DAYS AND THIN DISPOSED OF.
THIS REPORT IS RENDERED UPON THE CONDITION THAT fT IS NOT TO BE REPRODUCED WHOLLY Ofl IN PART FOR ADVEflTtSMO ANO / OM OTHER
PURPOSES OVER OUR SIGNATURE Of) IN CONNECTION WITH OUR NAME WITHOUT OUR SKOAL PBUOSSJON M WHITING,
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APPENDIX D
PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
I
1
I FIRST PUBLIC MEETING
m BULLOUGH'S POND DIAGNOSTIC/FEASABILITY STUDY
City of Newton, Massachusetts
™ May 21, 1986i
I AGENDA
i
I. INTRODUCTION City of Newton
I
( II. STUDY COMPONENTS Camp Dresser & Mckee Inc./IEP, Inc.
• Diagnostic Study
• Feasability Study
i
--V.I
• IV. OPEN DISCUSSION City of Newton, CDM/IEP
i
i
i
i
*
III. PUBLIC PARTICIPATION PROGRAM
I
I
• BULLOUGH'S POND
I DIAGNOSTIC STUDY
i
I GENERAL INFORMATION
i
• Data Collection
I • Watershed Description
• Recreational Description
B • Geological Description
« • Historical Account
- • Land Usesi
I INVESTIGATIONS
Im
 • Physical Measurements
A • Water Quality Sampling
• Storm Surveys
I • Sediment Analyses
—
 • Source Investigationsi
i
i
i
BULLOUGH'S POND
FEASABILITY STUDY
I
I
I
I
I
§ ALTERNATIVE IDENTIFICATION AND EVALUATION
i
™ • Identification of all possible alternatives
• • Preliminary Screening
• Selection and Evaluation of Best Alternatives
| - Effects on Water Quality ,
— - Overall Effectiveness
P - Cost/Benefit Ratio
H - Probability of Implementation
i
i DEVELOPMENT AND DETAILED EVALUATION OF PROPOSED PROJECT
• Cost Effectivenessi
• Projected Water Quality/Recreational Improvements
I • Impacts on Annual Nutrient Budget/Recreational Plan
• Permitting and Monitoring Programi
i
i
i
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
i
i
i
I
I
I
I
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I
I
I
i
i
i
i
i
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i
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CAMP DRESSER & McKEE INC.
M E M O R A N D U M
TO: T i le
FROM: E. Pannetier
SUBJECT: Bullough's Pond Second Public Meeting
DATE: October 31, 1986
The second public meeting was held Wednesday evening, October 29, 1986 at
7:30 p.m. at the Newton City Hall War Memorial. The agenda for the
meeting is attached (A). About 110 persons were in attendance. We gave a
presentation of the findings-to-date and the basic lake restoration
technologies that might apply to Bullough's Pond. This was followed by a
discussion period. A number of questions, comments and concerns were
raised during the meeting. These are summarized, below- .
• A sinkhole has developed on Homer Street (copy'of newspaper article
attached as B) which may involve a collapsed sewer with eventual
leakage into Bulloinjh's Pond. The effect of this on the pond and the
study should be addressed.
• F i l l i n g in of the pond was mentioned several times as a concern. Some
of this may be from sand/salt runoff.
i Several persons raised concerns about bacterial problems and wondered
why we have seen very l i t t l e evidence of sewage inputs to the pond.
There was also considerable discussion and interest in how we would
track down the sources of any sewage entering the pond.
• Information was given by residents familiar with the area and history
of filling/construction on the drainage patterns and watershed of the
pond. There may be connections with Hammond Pond that should be
checked out, since this would modify our watershed delineation.
• The cemetery ponds and Cheesecake Brook have had high nutrients in past
tests, we should locate data if possible.
• Sevi»r<il questions were raised about sediment sampling/mapping, such as
when w i l l it be done, how is it.done, etc. A slide/board showing this
procedure would be a good idea. Attachment C provides more detailed
information.
CAMP DRESSER &McKEE INC.
One question was how to calculate the flushing rate of the pond and
what are inflow/outflow rates? Flushing rate/retention time
calculations given in Attachment D, complete inflow/outflow rates w i l l
not be a v a i l a b l e until after end of water quality sampling and
discharge measurements.
The outlet brook has been very low this year and last, even though we
considered it a wet year from early summer data. The relationship
between these should be addressed. Additionally, several people
mentioned that rainfall has a dramatic effect on the pond, and this may
indicate a lack of baseflow from groundwater. We should evaluate this
particularly in light of comments about possible underdrain system
beneath sewers to reduce infiltration.
I
I
I
ii
i
•ft * Some comments on alternative technologies were brought up, including:
I - One person felt that phosphorus recycling in-pond is an overratedtechnology;
v - One suggestion was that we look at raising the level of the pond to
• give it more depth; . ". -
- Another suggestion was to use a drawdown program to try to control
( aquatic weeds, possibly in the interim before anything isimplemented.
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ATTACHMENT A
COPY OF MEETING AGENDA
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CAMP DRESSER & McKEE INC.
PUBLIC MEETING
BULLOUGH'S POND STUDY
A G E N D A
I. INTRODUCTION
II. PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
AND THE SECOND PUBLIC MEETING
III. FIND1NGS-TO-DATE
IV. ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGIES
.Carol Stapleton
City of Newton
Eileen Pannetier
Camp Dresser & McKee Inc
V. DISCUSSION, ,Ms. Carol Stapluton
City of Newton
i
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I
I
I
i
I
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
CAMP DRESSER & McKEE INC.
FINDINGS TO DATE
The study began in March of this year, with sampling of Bullough's Pond
every tv/o weeks all summer. Other activities have also been completed,
including the collection of genera] information on watershed soils,
geology, and land use, and on the history of the pond. Aquatic vegetation,
in the pond has been mapped and identified, and a storm survey has been
completed to determine the active storm drains in the pond.
The data collected to date indicates that the pond has. severe algae blooms
and dense aquatic weeds. It also has relatively high nutrient levels,
which no doubt contributes to the aquatic weed and algae problem. However,
bacterial counts have been less than expected considering the results of
samples taken in previous years.
From our early spring data, road salt also appears to be entering the pond.
This may be a contributing factor in the lack of solid freezing in the pond
during winter. The pond also appears to have a very high flushing rate,
which may also delay freezing.
Sampling w i l l continue on a monthly schedule through March of 19H7.
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TABLE 1-10
SUMMARY OP AQUATIC VEGETATION SURVEY
A u g u s t 14, 1986, B u l l o u g h ' s Pond
Relative Mode of
Svmbol Genus/Species Cannon Name Abundance Reproduction
Be
F
D
E
fin
I
bn
L
S
So
T
V
D =
C =
0 =
DJclens connata beggar's tide
Cladofihora sp. filamentous algae
Decodon verticillatus water vlllow
F.lodea canadensis waterweed
Eupa tori urn macula turn joe-pye-weed
Iris sp. yellow iris
Lenma minor dudweed
Lythruni salicaria purple loosestrife
Sagittarla latifolla arrowhead
Sclrpus valJdus great bulrush
Typha latifolia cattails
Uolffia Columbians watermeal
Dominant
Corrmon *
Occasional
0
D
C
C
0
D
D
. C '
0
0
C
D
seeds
cellular division
rooting ardied
brandies
lateral shoots
seeds
rhizomes, seeds
budding, fission,
seeds
rhizomes, seeds
tubers, stolons,
seeds
seeds
rhizomes
fragmentation,
seeds
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NEWTON
Siiildiole
• -o-i-
probed by
•"•:; • "
engineers
• .'••$'.". <-S
' Sudden reoccurrence
.
;
 jfros officials puzzled
"
- :flv Marrm Pave
' -Globe S;aff
!;.'•; NEWTON - Exactly one week
;"aco. ai rniQinormnc. a 30-by-ji-
.fdoL-sino of pavement a( in: cor-
rncrbf Homer and Pleasant streets
disappeared in full view of a
shocked scnool crossing guard:
— rUrhoueh mere h,ive been pre-
vious inciciems of minor -."sink-
holes" oearejsing the surface of
Homer Sir«t. city ofiiciais and
,7A»tfhbors agree tnai last Wednes*
nay s collaose - whicn left a hole
nearly 10 le?t a«p - was ine mosi
serious anO nanctTOua
i "It .k 3 :/>rr:ew~3< MiTlinj prob-
If :r_ but i cniiiK a-e ru eemriS cicse
to cne answer .' said Haul Oiunm.
Newton city engineer
pj "Tne collaose michi well have
• been caused oy a corn oinat ion of a
unoerdrain ana a__coi-
1
 hoseo sewer pipe." Giuma said.
\ JSiarlmS toflav we'll DC :soiaung
i sections of me site and going
laown 10 about 16f«i to try to find
™/tnc answer."
i Because of the dimensions of
the latest Depression and because
Ine cause 01 previous sinkholes
has not oten determined- the cuy
has enlisted ihe aid 01' a geological
pineer.
according to Ciunia. under-
pins, wriicn run d i r fcUy De-
ih sewer pipes, are used lo ore-
;i'tni groundwater from encom-
ipassme and cloaking sewer lines-
The umterdrams have unsealed
Ijointi that allow water to infiltrate
•and flow imo a nearby
~ sn?TTasi wee* » coI5?
iCiiy 's puohc M-orKs department
iclosed off heavily traveled Homer
;Str«t Dei w«n Centre and Wainut
: streets. But both Giuma and Put-
:'lic Work* Corr.nrssiontfr James
;Kickey would noiMlrlbuie thecol-
;lnpse to neavy trai'ie on me streti.
;jt,-,icn has been in ase 'or more
• than a century- according to old
.maps •
"Us a subsoil erosion •brob-
i icrp." said HICKCV. "Ue re looKing
i i*or the answer >o two ouestions.
, Where 13 the soil floina? Ano wnai
is t.he water source conveying in*
"
Clobe naif onoio'.lcin
Carol Ferguson-Page and her sons. Cameron. 12. and Ian. 18 months, stand on
Homer Street tn iront of the sinkhole m background and an excavation made by
Newion city workers.
j . ,
*l;*rA representative of Haley & Al-
w-*ch inc.. a Cambndge-oased
^{consulting and engmecnng firm.
rfizs visited the sue. Senior engl-
irietr Gary O'Neil satd his survey'is
' in a formative stage. What i ve
; don- so far :s to iry to uncersidnd
. Jfte locaiion o( aii ;ns pipes ind
• 'ur iMty lines mere. So there s noih-
• .ing conclusive yet."
: ; .:;:.Carol Fersuson-Page. who lives
', on- Homer Sif«L. aooul 25 yard*
from what some frustrat&j offi-
cials' have alreaoy CubDe3 the
"Homer Hoie." said (.bat som: of
her neighbors wno eathered at tne
sue last Wednesaay »lket) about
"IHUe sinkholes occurring ai far
back as 25 .years ago. I ve lived
here four years and this Is me sec-
ond cave-in right here at me cor-
ner."
Ciunia verified that two years
aso. a 20-square foot paten of
Homer Street coiiaoseti suddenly.
but only to a oepth of a loot. "We
excavated nfhi Ooun to the sewer
line to see If'it hai coliapseo *• but
ll dion'l." he said."There were
other minor (jeoressions five and
!0 years aao. but we just coulon'i
cetermme tha i a n y t n m g was
urasccatly wrong, so lh»y were
filled in.
"Bui this latest incident be-
hooves us to find an answer - !i
*-as by tar the most «nous, and
thank God no one was walking or
driving on that spot wnen the col-
la pse occurred."
Mickey, meanu'hik. said me
city is cauehl in somewnat of a
bind "We'd" like 10 soiv; the prob-
lem quickly because of neighbor-
hood access to the si reel, out it s
(he kind 01 issue you have to re-
solve before f i l l ing m me noie.' .
saio.
Yesterday morning. Carol}
McHak. wno lives arounc the <v
ner from tne intersecuunof Horn
and Pleasant streets, was oushir
her 9-month-Qld erancson :n
csrnag* worn sne came upon tr
chain-11 ns protective fence erecir
last w«k by in: city.
McHaie r.tan I *alk« vo ir
in t e r sec t ion Since a weev. .li
Tuesdav. Pcerinc into me S'--^r
noie. sne said, in a classic on <
understatement: "S^re .oo«* 3i
f e r e n t than ine iast t ime «
strolled ay."
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AGENDA
BULLOUGH'S POND DIAGNOSTIC/FEASIBILITY STUDY
Third Public 'Meeting
I. INTRODUCTION
II. STUDY COMPONENTS
Diagnostic Study
Feasibility Study
III. PUBLIC PARTICIPATION PROGRAM
IV. OPEN DISCUSSION
City of Newton Parks and
Recreation Department
.Camp Dresser & McKee/IEP
City of Newton Parks and
Recreation Department
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BULLOUGH'S POND DIAGNOSTIC STUDY
GENERAL INFORMATION
• • Data Collection
• Watershed Description
• • Recreational Description
m • Geologic Description
• Historical Accounti
INVESTIGATIONSi
t Physical Measurements
I • Water Quality Sampling
• Storm Surveys
• t Sediment Analyses
• • Source Investigations
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I BULLOUGH'S POND FEASIBILITY STUDY
i
ALTERNATIVE IDENTIFICATION AND EVALUATIONi
• Identification of All Possible Alternatives
I • Preliminary Screening
• Selection and Evaluation of Best Alternatives
• - Effects on Water Quality
- Overall Effectiveness
I - Cost/Benefit Ratio- Probability of Implementation
DEVELOPMENT AND DETAILED EVALUATION OF PROPOSED PROJECT
I • Cost Effectiveness
• • Projected Water Quality/Recreational Improvements
• Impacts on Annual Nutrient Budget/Recreational Plan
• • Permitting and Monitoring Program
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PROJECT ALTERNATIVE COMPONENTS
ALTERNATIVE 1
• Diversion Pipe
• Flashboards
• Dredging
• Flow Dispersion
• Wetlands Treatment
• Public Education Program
ALTERNATIVE 2
• Diversion Pipe
• Flashboards
• Flow Dispersion
• Public EducationProg.
ALTERNATIVE 3
• Diversion Pipe
t Modified Flow Dispersion
• Modified Public Education Program
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COMMENTS AND QUESTIONS
FROM THE BULLQUGH'S POND ASSOCIATION
REGARDING THE
CAMP DRESSER & McKEE DRAFT FINAL REPORT ON
BULLQUGH'S POND
August, 1988
Qr.e of the major concerns regarding the Draft Final Report on Sullougn's
Pond, is that it limits itself solely to water quality; there are no
recommended projects to remedy the silt buildup at the northeastern corner of
the Pond or the silt buildup on both sides of the Pond at the southern end. nor
to remove the sandbar at the southern end; now only 2" below the water surface
and extending completely across the pond.
While C.D.M. acknowledges this with their comment on page 2-19 that "any
dredging of Bullough's Pond will be done separately...", our specific concern
is that should the C.D-M. proposal be implemented, the associated activity will
be considered as having "done something for Bullough's Pond", yet we will still
be left with the missing northeastern corner, the narrowing of the southern
end, as well as the silt/sandbar which will surely break the surface in the
next few years thus starting to lead us down the Edmands Pond and Silver Lake
path.
We must link any Bullough's Pond work with a removal of built up silt and
sand in the pond itself.
QUESTIONS:
1. Regarding the stormdrain diversion, C.D.M. estimates (page 2-11) that this
component of their program would remove about 81 kg/yr of phosphorus loading
into Bullough's Pond. Yet this is only e>% of the current annual phosphorus
loading into the Pond (1335 kg/yr using C.D.M.'s numbers; page 2-11) due to the
fact that the bulk of the loading comes in through the inlet culvert which is
driven by Hammond and Cold Spring Brooks.
A. 1-3 the estimated $109,000 stormdrain diversion cost worth a 6%
reduction in phosphorus loading?
8. What will be the visible effects of this 6% reduction?
C. How will the passive filtration devices (stone, gravel, sand, or
filter Fabric; shown in Figure 2-2) remove the "reactive" or
"orthophosphate" component of the phosphorus in run-off waters?
(These phosphorus components come from fertilizers and detergents and
are in solution form rather than silt-like or particulate.)
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2. C.D.M. states that tne proposed stormdrain bypass will eliminate the silt
buildup at the northeast corner of the pond. But this will occur ONLY if there
is a regular program or" cleaning the sediment traps.
A. What plans have been proposed for this regular maintenance?
B. Since regular maintenance will still be required* and since only 6% of
the phosphorous loading will be eliminated by the stormdrain
diversion, wouldn't it be more cost effective to just clean out the
accumulated silt in the pond every few years? (It should be
remembered that the pond was last dredged over 60 years ago! It has
taken that long for the silt buildup from these stormdrains to become
a visible problem).
3. C.D.M. claims (page 2-11) that the proposed sedimentation structures in the
City Hall Ponds will decrease sediment loadings into Bullough's Pond. There
are already three very large sediment traps prior to Bullough's Pond - the City
Hall Ponds themselves1.
A. How can the the addition of the proposed sedimentation structures
reduce sediment loading into Bullough's Pond over what it is now?
B. Will these sedimentation structures have sufficient volume to hold
sand and silt without requiring excessively short intervals between
cleanings?
In 1926, prior to the dredging of Bullough's Pond, the City
Engineering Department took soundings of the Pond (this was before the
City Hall Ponds were built) and determined that 15,000 cubic yards of
silt had been washed into the pond in the 29 years since construction
(see Engineering Department drawing #20137-L15). This implies a silt
loading rate of about 500 cubic yards per year, during a time when
there was more woodland, fewer streets, and less sand used on the
roads during winter. It would seem that any sedimentation structures
should be able to handle at least these volumes of silt loadings at
the City Hall Pond inlets.
4. C.D.M. brings up some potential negative consequences (page 1-8) of
deepening Bullough's Pond. It should be remembered, however, that the original
pond was deeper; both in 1897 when it was built and again in 1926 when it was
dredged. The pond froze and there were fish in it.
A. What has changed since 1897 and/or 1926 that would now cause problems
with a deeper pond?
If you have any questions about any of the above, feel free to call;
Betsy Leitch - 244-0771 or Pete Konde - 969-1644
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CJTY OF NEWTON. MASSACHUSETTS
CITY HALL
H X X > COMMONWEALTH AVENVE
NEWTON CENTRE O 2 I ~ > ? >
TELEPHONE K>!7) ".2-717.-
JAMES L. HICKEY, COMMISSIONER OF PUBLIC WORKS
August 26, 1988
To: Carol Stapleton
From: Bruce Eli a;
Subject: Draft COM D/F Report on Bulloughs
Following are my comments on the draft report:
1. In identification of appropriate technologies (pages 1-7 and
1-8), substantially more documentation for not further studying the
dispersion of inlet flow and raising the outlet dam level options
should be provided. Costs of the above options should be provided.
2. To my knowledge the DPW does not object to
raising the dam. If there is a possible effect on
it would be on upstream rather than downstream as
mentions. Exactly what concerns the public has to
option should be pointed out.
the opti on of
flooding, I believe
the report
the dispersi on
3. Under recommended project stormdrain rerouting ( page 2-2) , the
third sentence which indicates a particular stormdrain as being worst
is not clear.
4. Figure 2-1 should pinpoint the location of the catchbasins and
stormdrains in the area of the diversion rerouting.
5. In recommending an infiltration trench for the stormdrain
diversion, it is mentioned that rehabilitation of the trench may
become necessary. Although the cost of reconstruction is presented
later, projected intervals of performing this work should be
presented as the full cost.of that option.
5. Under sedimentation structures (page 2-7), dredging of the
city hall ponds is actually needed more often than 5 years as
mentioned. City hall ponds were actually dredged in 1981, 1983, and
1 985.
7. On page 2-10, justification for recommending contracted
maintenance of the stormdrains and catchbasins should be included. If
there is no rationale available for this, then the recommendation
should be deleted.
8. Under cost and technical feasibility, fourth paragragh, is it
sediment? A minor point but it should be specified.200 c. y. of
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9. A more major concern under cost and technical feasibility, is
that the benefits of the diversion project and the sedimentation
basins appear miniscule in relation to the cost. If I read correctly,
only 156 kg/yr out of a total of 1335 kg/yr that enters the pond
would be diverted to the infiltration trench. This represents less
than 12 percent of the total phosphorus load in the pond. Would a 12
percent reduction be significant?
10. The benefits of a public education program are recognized as
being difficult to quantify in terms of reduced phosphorus loads;
however a desired minimum and maximum range should be provided along
with a more specified level of effort or a work plan in order to
achieve that range. The additional information should prove
beneficial in determining how important the proposed work element is
in relation to the complete proposal.
11. Related to points 5 and 10, costs of each of the proposal
elements should be presented over time in order to incorporate
reconstruction requirements in later years and to show benefits
pertaining to each.
12. Carrying point 1 a little further, the "unpopular"
alternatives of a dispersion inlet and raised outlet dam should be
included in the above analysis.
13. Was there an aeration proposal to reduce algae presented
earli er?
In summary, I feel that the report is incomplete. CDM should expand
on the analysis of alternatives including costs and benefits over
time and should more closely relate e.xpected benefits and costs to
each option. Further, the options mentioned in Section 1 as not
warrenting additional study should be included in the analysis.
I hope these comments are helpful. Keep me posted on the results and
let me know if I can be of any more help.
cc: Jim Hickey
Paul Giunta
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CIT7 OF NEWTON
MASSACHUSETTS
INTER-OFFICE MEMORANDUM
To: Carol Stapleton, Chief Supervisor Date: August 31, 1988
Parks & Recreation
From: Robert A. Hunt, Design Engineer Subject: CDH Draft Report
Bullough Pond
Paul Giunta's concerns and comments which he wrote before he left for vacation are
as follow:
1) Drainage diversion along Bullough Park would not be cost-effective.
Cleaning existing street drainage system along Bullough Park and Walnut
Street with installation of "Neenhah Traps" would be cheaper solution to
reduce pollutants discharging into pond from street system.
2) Siltation devices at City Hall Ponds appear to be O.K. as partial
solution.
3) Possible revisions to inlet and outlet at Bullough Pond's control flows
and alleviate algae buildup, stagnant water in corners, etc.
4) City should decide if recreational use of pond is desired for ice skating
along with other "passive" uses.
The "Neenah Traps" that Paul refers to above refer to catchbasin traps which we
require on all new drainage structures which discharge into any watercourse.
These traps are designed to remove sediment and other debris from runoff before it
enters the watercourse. They will not remove phosphorous or other chemicals which
are in solution. They will also remove most oil and gasoline which enters the
structures. These structures will however require visual monitoring and cleaning
as required to function properly.
The siltation. devices referred to in paragraph (2) above may make it easier to
maintain the "City Hall Ponds" but will hava a minimal effect on "Bullough Pond"
because little if any sediment enters by that route.
I have read the memo to you from Bruce Elias dated August 26, 1988. I don't want
to reiterate all of what Bruce said, but I generally agree with his comments and
would add comments of my own as follow:
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1) The cost estimate for construction of the infiltration trench within the
CDM Report does not address the removal and replacement of the existing
chain link fence and the restoration of the embankment, sidewalk, curb
and roadway, all of which will be disturbed during construction. These
items will add significantly to the total cost.
2) The cost effectiveness of the infiltration trench is already in question
{see paragraph 9 of the aforementioned memo) and the impact of the items
in paragraph 1 above make it more.so.
3) This system cannot be maintained on an ongoing basis, but will continue
to become less efficient until such time as it requires complete
replacement. It seems to me we are committing the future custodians of
Bullough Pond to a very large capital outlay which seems unwise.
4) It would seem that a system such as the installation of the catchbasin
traps, which is much less costly initially and allows for very reasonable
ongoing maintenance costs, should be more fully explored as a means of
dealing with the sediment problem.
RAH/jf
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enwnmmentai engineers, scientists.
planners. A management consultants
ORESSER
One C«mer Ptaza
Boston, Massacnusatta 02108
G17 742-5151
INC.
August 11,1988
Newton Conservation Commission
c/o Newton City Hall
1000 Commonwealth Avenue
Newton. MA 02159
To Whom it May Concern:
Camp Dresser & McKee Inc. (COM) has been retained by City of Newton to conduct a
Diagnostic/Feasibility Study of Bullough's Pond. This work was conducted under the
Massachusetts Clean Lakes Program. A summary of the results and the proposed project is
enclosed for your review and comment.
The program focuses on improving the recreational potential of Bullough's Pond through the
reduction of algae and aquatic weeds, improvements in water quality, and increased watershed
management. A portion of the proposed project will also focus on improving maintenance
problems associated with City Hall Pond.
Enclosed please find a project summary. We would also be happy to forward copies of the full
report if you need them for your review. It would be greatly appreciated if you could get back to
us as soon as possible so that we can incorporate your comments into our final report.
If you have any questions concerning this project or require any additional information, please
contact me.
Sincerely,
CAMP DRESSER & McKEE INC.
Kathleen Murphy
Enclosure
COM CAMP DRESSER & McKEE INC.
environmental engineers, scientists. One Center Plaza
planners, A management consultants Boston. Mauactiusens 02108
617742-5151
August 11, 1988
Massachusetts Historical Commission
80 Boylston Street
Boston, MA 0211 6
To Whom It May Concern:
Camp Dresser & McKee Inc. (COM) has been retained by City of Newton to conduct a
Diagnostic/Feasibility Study of Bullough's Pond. This work was conducted under the
Massachusetts Clean Lakes Program. A summary of the results and the proposed project is
enclosed for your review and comment.
The program focuses on improving the recreational potential of Bullough's Pond through the
reduction of algae and aquatic weeds, improvements in water quality, and increased watershed
management. A portion of the proposed project will also focus on improving maintenance
problems associated with City Hall Pond.
Enclosed please find a project summary. We would also be happy to forward copies of the full
report if you need them for your review. It would be greatly appreciated if you could get back to
us as soon as possible so tnat we can incorporate your comments into our final report.
If you have any questions concerning this project or require any additional information, please
contact me.
Sincerely,
CAMP DRESSER & McKEE INC.
&
Kathleen Murphy
Enclosure
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August 26, 1988
Kathleen Murphy
Camp, Dresser and McKee, Inc.
One Center Plaza
Boston, MA 02108
RE: Diagnostic Feasibility Study of Bullough's Pond, Newton
Dear Ms. Murphy:
Thank you for supplying the Massachusetts Historical Commission with
information concerning the proposed project referenced above. Staff of the
MHC have reviewed the materials you submitted.
MHC feels that this project is unlikely to affect significant historic or
archaeological resources. No further review is required in compliance with
Massachusetts General Laws, Chapter 9, Sections 26C and 27C, as amended by
Chapter 152 of the Acts of 7982 (950 CMR 71).
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact Mandy Shear at this
office.
Sincerely,
vn>n><~A. S
Brona Simon
State Archaeologist
Director, Technical Services Division
Massachusetts Historical Commission
BS/MS/di
Massachusetts Historical Commission. Valerie A. Talmage, Executive Director, State Historic Preservation Officer
80 Boylston Street. Boston. Massachusetts 02116 (617) 727-8470
Office of the Secretary of State, Michael J. Connolly, Secretary
COM CAMP DRESSER & MdKEE INC.
anwronmtntal engineer*, scientists. ' One C&nsr Plaza
planners. & mwegement consutfams Boston. Massachusetts 02106
617742-5151
August 11,1988
Division of Fisheries and Wildlife
100 Cambridge Street
Boston, MA 02202
To Whom It May Concern:
Camp Dresser & McKee Inc. (COM) has been retained by City of Newton to conduct a
Diagnostic/Feasibility Study of Bullough's Pond. This work was conducted under the
Massachusetts Clean Lakes Program. A summary of the results and the proposed project is
enclosed for your review and comment.
The program focuses on improving the recreational potential of Bullough's Pond through the
reduction of algae and aquatic weeds, improvements in water quality, and increased watershed
management. A portion of the proposed project will also focus on improving maintenance
problems associated with City Hall Pond.
Enclosed please find a project summary. We would also be happy to forward copies of the full
report if you need them for your review. It would be greatly appreciated if you could get back to
us as soon as possible so that we can incorporate your comments into our final report.
If you have any questions concerning this project or require any additional information, please
contact me.
Sincerely,
CAMP DRESSER & McKEE INC.
Kathleen Murphy
Enclosure
I
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Diviiionof
fisher ies& Wild life
Richard Cronin. Director
August 22, 1988
Ms Kathleen Murphy
Camp, Dresser & McKee, Inc.
One Center Plaza
Boston, MA 02108
RE: Diagnostic/Feasibility Study of
Builough's Pond, Newton, MA
Dear Ms Murphy:
Thank you for providing the Division with information
summarizing the proposed restoration plan for this smal1 4.7 acre
urban pond.
Not surprisingly, we have no data describing the fish
population of this pond. We assume it supports a limited warm
water fish population of the more tolerant (of degraded water
quality) species. There is no record of any past efforts by this
agency to manage the fishery nor is it included in any present
day programs. Accordingly, we view this small urban pond as
having very limited potential to provide a recreational fishery.
It certainly does have value as a multirecreational park pond in
a highly urbanized setting.
With respect to the restoration plan, we have no objections
to the actions proposed. If you have any specific questions or
require additional input from this agency feel free to contact
me.
Sincerely,
-JUuJt
Robert P. Madore
Aquatic Biologist II
cc. Pete Jackson, MDFW - NEWD
EOEA, Mepa Unit
MDWPC - Clean Lakes
Field Headquarters
Westborouyh. Massachusetts 01581 (617) 366-H70
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